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ISPO Winter – Munich

Sunday 4 - Wednesday 7
February 2007

Probably the best sports equipment
and fashion trade fair in the world

Close to 2000 exhibitors

14 Halls, each separately dedicated to
individual sports communities

Join the ISPO network;
come to Munich in February

All visitors should register online at
www.ispo.com

Further information from ISPO’s UK office:
Pattern Ltd

Tel: 0208 940 4625
E: info@pattern.co.uk

ski  ispo

ISPO Winter ~ 4-7 Feb '07

ISPO Russia ~ 19-22 Feb '07

ISPO China ~ 14-17 March '07

ISPO Summer ~ 8-10 July '07

E I K O K U  C O L L E C T I O N

Eikoku, a new, exclusive apparel collection from ASICS.
Designed and tailored for the British runner, 
this competitively priced range offers strong 

sell-through benefits and continuous stock availability.

For more information on the Eikoku Collection
please contact your ASICS Territory Sales Manager

or the ASICS Sales Office on 01925 243360.
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STAG news
New members 
Five more retailers have joined the growing buying group. This brings STAG’s
total membership to 335 independent businesses. The nationwide attraction to
STAG is once again proven with the location of its newest members:
■ Premier Sports - Ormskirk
■ Apex Sports - London
■ Sporting Chance - Kinross
■ Sportsmad - Sidcup
■ S + S Sport + Leisure - Newcastle-Under-Lyme 

New suppliers
STAG has finalised preferred supplier agreements with a number of
leading brands in the last few weeks.

The brands cover a number of market sectors, have product
ranges that often cross into different retail outlets and will add
enormously to STAG’s brand offering. 

The suppliers, which have all agreed preferential terms for STAG
retailers, are:
■ Silva - the leading compass supplier in the UK. 
■ Skins - Australia’s leading temperature regulating/compression

undergarment company.
■ Uhlsport - soccer accessories and textiles.
■ Sprayway - one of the best outdoor clothing brands from 

Burton McCall.
■ Reiker - the world’s leading anti stress® shoe brand.
■ SDL Trophies and Awards. Provides a comprehensive range of

trophies and awards, supported by a great catalogue and 
excellent service.

STAG Buying Show, 
November 19-20, 2006
85 leading suppliers are confirmed as exhibiting. They will have the
chance to sell to an audience of 180 STAG retailers.

The show looks set to build on last year’s success, with many new
events taking place over the two days and the chance for visitors to
meet both new suppliers and suppliers that re-booked from last year.

STAG are advising its retail members who have yet to do so, to
book their places at the show as soon as possible.

STAG rebrands & expands 
STAG has launched a new-look brochure 
that depicts what the company represents in today’s market.

This, together with new branding and diversification into new
markets, gives STAG the platform to continue its growth. As everyone
knows, the buying group has its roots firmly in the sports independent
market place and has established itself as a progressive organisation.

The new brochure highlights that 
STAG now operates in four main areas - sports, outdoor, equestrian
and shoe - as it now has retailers and suppliers within these fields.
This new direction will become clearer in the coming months and years
as STAG continues to grow within each
of these specific markets, bringing the
same benefits that sports retailers and
suppliers enjoy to new market sectors.
For more information call Ward or
Ricky on  01793 715406.

www.xpres.co.uk  
Tel 01332 855 085  
Fax 01332 855 080 

The Xpres Ultragraphics system enables fast and cost effective
production of one-off and low volume, single or full colour logos for

application to a huge range of apparel, accessories and sporting gifts.

● Fast and easy production of 
single and full colour logos

● Produce from 1 to 100’s of 
transfers profitably

● Low consumable costs

● From just £1,545 (inc.installation, 
full training and warranty)

A Revolution in
Personalised Sportswear

SPORTS INSIGHT
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“I’m a great believer that if you don’t get the
ball to the hole it won’t go in”

Colin Montgomerie

…Nike has had to pay London’s Hackney Council £300,000 for using its
logo on a line of clothing, footballs and trainers without permission. The
sum amounts to a share of the profits from the range and the council’s
legal costs…English Premier League football clubs have spent the

highest sum on transfers this summer since the introduction of the transfer window system. Total
spending was £300 million, taking 2006’s figure to more than £330 million...ASICS has introduced
the first shoe to specifically accommodate the effects of diabetes. The ASICS GEL Cardio
incorporates features that help protect against foot injuries to which diabetics are prone…The
Government has launched a new attempt to tackle obesity in England by appointing a ‘Ministeer
for Fitness’. Based on current trends, 33 per cent of men and 28 per cent of women will be obese
by 2010. Public Health Minister Caroline Flint will be working across all Government departments
to develop a new fitness strategy for England in the run-up to the 2012 Olympics…The BBC has
won the rights to screen daily highlights of both this winter's Ashes series and next year's Cricket
World Cupp…UEFA has announced a new three-year marketing plan in relation to the Champions
League. Until 2009, TV rights have been sold to the 90 TV broadcast partners worldwide and
matches will be streamed live on the internet for the first time…UK Sport has announced that 20
out of 27 sports have met their latest performance targets to trigger funding payments. Of the
27 sports or disciplines, 20 are due to receive 100 per cent of agreed funding over the next
quarter…The International Triathlon Union (ITU) has unveiled a new global triathlon
development programme to enhance the growth of the sport worldwide. The plans are the first
steps to developing junior athletes, increasing coaching standards and supporting elite athletes
at Olympic qualifying events…School Sport Supportt (www.schoolss.co.uk), an online supplier of
sports clothing and equipment, has launched a scheme to boost funds for PE departments in the
UK and promote health and fitness for children. The company will donate 10 per cent of each
customer’s spend in credits to a school of the customer’s choice…Virgin Active has acquired the
UK arm of Holmes Place gyms in a deal valuing the group at £650 million. The merger means Sir
Richard Branson's fitness club business is now Britain's largest health club operator by turnover
and profitability and marks the end of Holmes Place as a brand…Sport England has announced
that the Community Club Development Programme, a collaboration between Sport England, the
Department for Culture, Media and Sport and various national governing bodies of sport, has
been extended for two years with a further £40 million of funding. It is also now to include three
new sports - boxing, golf and squash…

Sports
Shorts

Upturn
for archery
Great Britain's recent gold medal at the
European Archery Championships in Athens
looks set to lead to an increase in
membership levels, according to the Grand
National Archery Society, the sport’s
governing body. 

The women's recurve team of Alison
Williamson, Naomi Folkard and Lana
Needham took the honours when they
defeated Ukraine in the final by just one
point. For Williamson it was another major
honour on her first return to Athens, where
she won the Olympic bronze medal two
years ago. 

This puts the GB team on target for
Olympic medals in 2008 and, of course, on
home soil in 2012.

Says Sue Matthews, chief executive of
Petron International, a manufacturer and

supplier of archery equipment: "Success is important, but what is more likely to have impact at the
grass roots level is the new BBC drama series of Robin Hood.  

"This kind of media coverage normally leads to a resurgence in interest in the ancient sport of
archery - as seen after The Lord of the Rings.

"Whilst many sports shops view archery as a minority sport, it continues to have growing
participation levels. With few specialist archery shops around the country, it is the sports shop that
the public will turn to for equipment."
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OCTOBER OUTDOOR FEST
OCTOBER 21-28, 2006
Gaynor Sports, Ambleside, Lake District

STAG BUYING SHOW
IN ASSOCIATION WITH SPORTS INSIGHT 
NOVEMBER 19-20, 2006
Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire
For further information call STAG on 01793 715406

SLIDE
FEBRUARY 18-20
G-Mex Centre, Manchester

ISPO RUSSIA WINTER
FEBRUARY 19-22, 2007
Crocus Center, Moscow

ISPO CHINA WINTER 
MARCH 14-17, 2007
Beijing National Agricultural Exhibition

ISPO SUMMER
JULY 8-10, 2007
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

ISPO WINTER
FEBRUARY 4-7, 2007
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

Diary Dates

Umbro has announced record
underlying profits following this year’s
World Cup, despite the national team's
disappointing performance. 

The England kit manufacturer saw
sales of replica shirts and other licensed

apparel rise by more than 120 per cent
during the first half of the year,
compared to a 31 per cent rise in 2004. 

The national team’s red away kit was
Umbro's best-seller and helped profits
soar by 55 per cent to £17.7 million.

BRC calls for end to
archaic rents practice
Retailers are calling on every one of the UK's
councils to end an historic rents practice that
is putting them under severe pressure. At
the same time, MPs have backed the call for
landlords to give up demanding shop rents
three months in advance by signing an Early
Day Motion.

The British Retail Consortium is stepping
up its campaign by writing to each of the
UK's 471 councils, in their capacity as retail
landlords, asking them to agree to accept
shopkeepers' rents monthly in advance
rather than quarterly. Local councils
collectively own non-residential property
worth £112 billion.

The practice of paying rents quarterly dates
back to the Middle Ages. At a time when the
horse was the best form of transport available,
collecting rent more than four times a year was
impractical. As a result, the lords of the land
sent out their agents every three months.

The BRC has already called on private
sector landlords to help retailers by offering
them more flexible terms. 80,000 small
retailers, a string of major chains and 51 MPs
have backed the campaign.

A number of commercial landlords have
already indicated they are prepared to
consider switching to monthly terms,
particularly on new leases. The BRC believes
councils should follow this example.

Says BRC Director General Kevin
Hawkins: "Requiring rents three months in
advance is at odds with standard business

practice. It's an anachronism rooted in the
days when the horse was the fastest means
of communication. It cannot be justified in
the modern business world.

"Retailers are the lifeblood of local
economies. They provide a vital community
service in our villages, suburbs and town
centres, but many are struggling to cope
with energy and wage bills, rents, rates and
service charges rising well above inflation.

"As major retail landlords, councils could
make a significant difference by accepting
rent on monthly terms, rather than
demanding three months up front.

"Seeing retailers driven to the wall is in
no-one's interest. By making the
commitment, a council will be actively
supporting local traders and saying, 'we want
to be an attractive place to do business'."

SPORTS-INSIGHT.CO.UK RECRUITMENT SECTION
Sports Insight has teamed up with Planet Personnel to offer website visitors
an up-to-the-minute ‘situations vacant’ section.

This real-time service displays the latest vacancies as they become available.
Want to advertise your job vacancy to the sports trade? 

Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk or call Keith Shaw-Marshall on 01206 505947.
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“A man who’s fulfilled every schoolboy’s dream. He’s won the double,
captained England and driven a car into a brick wall at very high speed”

Tony Adams being introduced on The Kumars at Number 42 TV programme

BLACKS SECURES NEW PARTNERSHIPS
Blacks Leisure Group has announced two new partnerships with Mambo and 
Evans Cycles.

The company has signed a five-year licensing agreement with Gazal Corporation for
the Mambo brand. The agreement covers wholesaling and retailing activity for Mambo
throughout Europe (excluding Spain). Blacks Leisure Group will take responsibility for the
four UK Mambo stores and will manage the brand's growth in Europe.

Blacks has also entered into a strategic partnership with Evans Cycles in the UK. This
will see Evans Cycles - on an initial trial basis - offer shop-within-shop concessions in
some of Blacks' new, larger out-of-town stores.

The snowsport and outdoor leisure show Soltex
has been renamed ‘Slide’, “a word full of positive

connotations in the world of snow, water and board
sports and signifying the fast-forward motion that
drives the action sports and street-wear industries,”
according to the Snowsport Industries of Great Britain,
the owner of the event.

Says Paul Hallinan, President of SIGB: “We have
run a very successful show for many years, but you

don’t continue to be successful by standing still.
“These major changes in the show merely

reflect the fast-changing environment in which this
industry thrives and we are proud to be so proactive

in re-launching our industry show.”
Profits from the show will continue to support the

snowlife.org.uk programme of events, website and
booklets aimed at promoting skiing and snowboarding
to the wider public.

Name change for Soltex

…Youth fitness specialist SHOKK has promoted three of its core
management team to director level (pictured). Justine Collins has been
promoted from Sales Manager to Sales Director, Kieran Murphy from
Brand Manager to Marketing Director and Ross Nadin from Operations

Manager to Operations Director… Berghaus has announced a number of management changes,
which see new appointments to both UK and international roles and some internal moves. The
Sunderland-based company has appointed Michael Lockett as Operations Director, a role that will
be pivotal as the brand expands globally. Gerhard Dobrunz, previously responsible for sales
management in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, will now be taking on the management of all
European territories as European Business Manager. Lisa Marriner will be moving to take up the
position of Head of Customer Service, while Sarah Wilson has been appointed as Head of
Marketing, making her appointment permanent after an eight-month period in post as maternity
cover. Caroline Smith, previous Head of Marketing, will return part-time to Berghaus after her
maternity leave to take up a new role as Executive Assistant, reporting directly to Brand President
Richard Cotter…Kath Smith has been appointed as managing director of Reebok UK. She replaces
Barry Leach, who is to become the company's head of finance…Gerd Finke has taken over the role
as Global Image and Marketing Director at Esprit. Edo van Elderen, who was previously
responsible for Esprit Men, will become Global Retail Director for the brand…Prince Sports Europe
has appointed Helge Capell to the newly-created position of Sports Marketing Manager. Previously

the Promotions and Communications Manager with
Prince distributor Van Megen Germany, Capell has
been heavily involved in the re-launch of the brand in
Germany over the past three years. Capell will report
to Vice President and managing director Mike
Ballardie…TaylorMade-adidas Golf has appointed
Ben Sharpe as Vice President and managing director,
TMaG Europe…The British Olympic Association
has announced that Sir Clive Woodward is to
become its Director of Elite Performance. The former
England rugby coach will be involved with all 35
Olympic sports and will be responsible for Britain's
preparation camp for the Beijing Games in 2008…

Transfer 
Market
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…McDavid has signed three England Hockey internationals to the company. Scott Cordon (pictured), James Tindall and
Brett Garrard have all been selected to compete in the Hockey World Cup in September and will be wearing McDavid sports
supports, hDc moisture management undergarments and the brand's HexPad body protection at the tournament... England
Hockey has signed a new deal with Slazenger that will see the brand sponsor the England international teams at all levels…Kia
has signed tennis player Rafael Nadal as its global brand ambassador for the next two years. Nadal will be the face of an
upcoming advertising campaign and will appear in Kia TV and print advertising…Maria Sharapova, the 2004 Wimbledon
Champion, has signed a lifetime endorsement agreement with Prince Sports. Sharapova will be the face of the brand through a
multi-faceted marketing programme that includes advertising, signature product lines, junior tennis programmes, global grass
roots efforts and ‘grow-the-game’ initiatives…Joma UK continues to build its portfolio of international teams with a new three-
year deal to become official Kit and Footwear Supplier to the Andorra national football team. The Spanish manufacturer is also
making its first venture into rugby union. Thirteen players and coaches from Coventry RUFC will become product ambassadors for

the forthcoming rugby season, wearing a range of Joma boots...The British Basketball Federation has agreed a deal with Molten for its G-Series
basketball to become the BBF's official training and match ball…Nordic Walking UK has sealed a partnership arrangement with ASICS UK. Collaboration
between the two organisations will focus on trade retail and will raise awareness amongst consumers by staging Nordic walking events across the
country…Leicester City FC is the latest club to partner Precision Training. The company owned by Reydon Sports has signed a one-year agreement with
the Championship club to become the official supplier of specialist training aids…Six times World Snooker Champion Steve Davis has signed a sponsorship
agreement with Riley. The deal marks the beginning of a three-year partnership between Davis and the company that provided the tables upon which he
scored some of his most famous victories. As part of the contract, Davis will work closely with Riley to develop its range of tables for home use and will also
assist in the design of his own range of cues. Both lines will feature prominent Steve Davis branding…

Sponsorship
News

Says BRC Director General Kevin Hawkins:
"These figures show shopkeepers feel they have
been abandoned. Attempting to hand shoplifters
over to the police has become time wasting and
futile. Too often they are not interested, and even
when there is a successful prosecution the
penalties are derisory. A lot of store managers are
now resigned to the fact that their own efforts at
beating the crooks will not be supported."

The new BRC figures come as the Sentencing
Advisory Panel (SAP) consults on its widely
criticised proposal to further water down penalties
for shoplifting. They include removing the threat
of prison from even the worst repeat offenders. 

The SAP's own research shows 95 per cent
of those convicted of shop theft had at least one
conviction and, on average, each offender had
been sentenced 19 times before. 

The BRC believes that a combination of
weak penalties and poor enforcement has led to
the proliferation of shop crime. It is calling on
both the Government and police forces to
recognise the significant negative impact retail
crime has on retailers, communities and the
economy and to make it a greater priority. 

Kevin Hawkins continues: "The retail industry

has poured billions of pounds into state-of-the-art
security systems designed to detect and detain
shoplifters, but this investment is not as effective
as it should be because law makers and enforcers
fail to treat shop theft seriously. 

"This is no victimless crime. Ultimately, the
costs fall on honest shoppers and retailers. For
some retailers, especially smaller ones, the losses
may even threaten their viability. 

"Failure to tackle shoplifting significantly
undermines efforts to reduce other forms of crime.
It's an entry-level offence. The worst offenders
quickly graduate to other forms of crime. Ministers
and police chiefs need to recognise retail crime has
consequences. I urge them to work with retailers,
not abandon them." 

John Smith, Vice President for Retail at ADT,
which is sponsoring this year's Retail Crime Survey,
adds: "ADT understands concerns expressed by
many retailers in this survey and would support
vigorous debate towards a satisfactory conclusion
for all parties. 

"We will continue to work diligently with
retailers of all sizes across the sector to ensure they
have the very best technology to combat crime and
support their loss prevention strategies."

SHOPKEEPERS - WE’RE
BEING ABANDONED 

Shopkeepers feel they are
isolated in their fight
against criminals, with
law enforcers
abandoning shops to the
crooks. That's according
to preliminary findings
from the British Retail
Consortium's annual
Retail Crime Survey.

Early results from the survey indicate that
retailers believe the Government and the police
are not committed to tackling retail crime.

Findings include:
■ 90 per cent believe retail crime is low on the
Government's agenda. 
■ 86 per cent of retailers believe the Government
is failing to properly address the issue.
■ 77 per cent are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied
with police response times.
■ Just five per cent believe police treat retail crime
as anything other than a low or very low priority.

Kevin Hawkins: “Attempting to
hand shoplifters over to the
police has become futile”
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New Balance Unveils its ‘Flimby Heroes’
New Balance paid homage to its 'Flimby
Heroes' - three of the brand's longest-
serving employees - at a lively party held in
London on September 14 to celebrate its
100th anniversary.

The company has produced three
limited edition trainers to honour Audrey
Stewart, Ian Byers and Victor Dixon, who
between them have been crafting New
Balance footwear for over 70 years at the
company's factory in Flimby, near the Lake
District. Their portraits will feature on the
new shoes.

The three chosen styles, the 1500, 670
and 577, have been reintroduced in their
original grey/navy colourways. The
limited edition footwear will be
distributed to fewer than 150 outlets
worldwide and only 1906 (the year that
New Balance was conceived) pairs will be
produced in each style.

The longest-serving Flimby Hero,
Audrey Stewart, has been working in the
stitching department of the factory for
almost 25 years. She says: "I've been
handling and making New Balance shoes
for a quarter of a century. I never dreamt I
would actually appear on them. It's a great
honour to be involved in the centenary
celebrations in this way."

Ian Byers started at New Balance in
1982 and has been honing his skills as 'toe
and side laster' ever since, while Victor

Dixon, whose finest moment was crafting
Bryan Robson's football boots, has been
with the company since 1982.

"We wanted to celebrate our centenary
year in a traditional New Balance way,"
says Alistair Cameron, General Manager for
Europe, Middle East and Africa. "As well as
honouring domestic manufacturing, the
Flimby Heroes highlight how valuable our
employees are to us - they are the
celebrities of the brand itself."

Says Stuart Howarth, New Balance’s UK
& Ireland Marketing Manager: "The evening
was a celebration, a celebration for a brand
that is 100 years old, still manufactures
shoes domestically, produces products that
fit and supports the true heroes of the sport
and industry.

“The party was a brilliant success. There
was an immense passion and energy for the
brand from all that attended, the whole
event being designed to offer a New
Balance experience. Whether it was a walk
down the memory lane of footwear, a
conversation with the people who have
made NB shoes the longest or a visit to one
of the tech reps in the fit station, the feeling
was the same - New Balance is unique.

“The New Balance brand has grown
dramatically and has plans to get bigger.
The products have developed considerably
with category leading footwear and
apparel throughout the range."

Audrey Stewart, the
longest-serving

Flimby Hero
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

RbK Rage
As worn by Ryan Giggs, Reebok’s new football boot - the first with

RbK branding - is one of the lightest boots on the market.

Its elasticated ‘bootie’ cradles the foot, providing excellent
comfort and fit, while the anti-friction fabric inside the

boot reduces rubbing and the risk of blisters. In addition,
the Rage has a hidden lace system, meaning there is

more room to strike the ball cleanly, and an RRP of
£90.

Reebok: 0800 305050.

Le Coq Sportif teamwear range
Le Coq Sportif offers a wide range of performance garments for all sports. 

For the 2006 football season a football teamwear range bearing
the famous cockerel logo was launched with a revised price structure,
offering clubs and retailers the advantage of purchasing quality
garments at special kit deal prices. 

The new team prices, incorporating 13 jerseys, 13 shorts and 13
pairs of socks, start at £199.00 (RRP) and apply to all the Le Coq
Sportif team kits, including Toulon, Marseilles, Vitesse and Auxerre.
The Lyon keeper kit and matching Riva tracksuit and Mirage rain jacket
complete the range. All styles are available for immediately delivery.
For more information on the full Le Coq Sportif teamwear range call
the sales team on 01924 291441.

New Balance performance running
New Balance has unveiled its most advanced performance shoes in the
cushioning and lightweight categories for spring/summer 07.

The next phase of the 1060 range comes in the form of the 1061, a
performance cushioning shoe for runners with neutral gaits who want
maximum cushioning and flexibility.

Weighing just 388 grams, this high mileage shoe provides impact
protection through exceptional cushioning combined with superb heel to
toe transition. Additional cushioning is provided with Abzorb SBS, New
Balance’s premium performance cushioning technology, in the forefoot and
heel. With an SRP of £85, the 1061 has extensive reflectivity and is
available in two colours.
New Balance: 0800 389 1055.
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Saucony ProGrid
Triumph 4
Saucony is launching a new
technology and a new shoe -
the ProGrid Triumph 4 - with a
major marketing drive on
December 1, 2006. 

Saucony UK has joined a
multi-million pound worldwide
advertising campaign for the
new cushioning technology,
ProGrid, to back up the best
forward order results in the
history of the brand. The ProGrid
technology enhances cushioning
and out-of-the-box feel, giving
the customer a ‘buy now’
mentality.

The Triumph 4 will be
launched at six stores around the
country on December 1. The
launch is backed by local and
national press activity to drive
sell-through and stimulate brand
and product awareness.
For more information on
Saucony and the ProGrid
Triumph 4 call 023 9282 3664 or
visit www.saucony.co.uk

13www.sports-insight.co.uk
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Kit Stop
Essential stock for your shop

Cargolines customised sportswear
One of the leading manufacturers of customised sportswear,
Cargolines, with its in-house design, print and embroidery
facilities, is ready and waiting to give you the best service
possible.

With clients that include national teams and covering
many sports, Cargolines has built a first-class reputation for
the manner in which it services customer orders and the
quality of the finished product.

The company has no sales force and doesn’t run postal
campaigns - business comes from recommendations from the
hundreds of clients that Cargolines has had the pleasure of

doing business with. And there’s no minimum order.
Whether it's a tracksuit or team kit, jacket or bib, made in

Cargolines’ factory or supplied from one of the many brands
offered, the service will always be the same.
Cargolines: 01799 526800. Email: sales@cargolines.co.uk
Website: www.cargolines.co.uk

Puma v-Konstrukt II
The v-Konstrukt II is a perfect
evolution of its predecessor. The
ultra-thin full grain leather and
the PUMA AptoLast provide a
glove-like and comfortable
fit, conforming to the natural
shape of the foot and making the
most of a player’s energy. 

The Dynamic Flex Guard provides
protection when and where required.
The anatomically-proven stud positioning
provides excellent grip, with embedded full
height DuoCell offering optimal cushioning
support when running.
Puma: 01372 360 255. www.puma.com
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Helly Hansen
Freeze 1/2 Zip Turtle

The Freeze 1/2 Zip Turtle utilises an innovative fabric technology
inspired by the insulating qualities of polar bear fur.

It has Helly Hansen’s new Thermic Tube Technology (T3) Lifa
fabric on the inside and prowool technology on the outside. T3
technology mimics the properties of polar bear hair, which is
made up of hollow tube-like fibres that trap heat and move
excess water away from the skin for maximum warmth and
dryness.

New Zealand Merino sheep wool has been added to the outside
of the base layer for increased warmth, softness and comfort.
Helly Hansen: 0115 960 8797. www.hellyhansen.com

UK Gear GT-02
UK Gear’s GT-02 is the first multi-sports shoe to be designed and developed in association
with the Army Physical Training Corps. Bearing the British Army’s crossed swords insignia,
it’s suitable for a wide range of sporting activities, including gym workouts, circuit training,
indoor football, squash, tennis, basketball and netball.

Comfort, cushioning, stability and durability are provided by unique features on both
the sole and upper shoe.

The GT-02 has been trialled across the whole of the British Armed Services and has
been adopted as an official shoe for the whole of the British MOD and NATO. It’s available
in white/grey/red for men and white/grey for women, priced at £64.99.
UK Gear: 0870 403 1400. www.ukgear.com 

Heelys
Heelys look just like any other shoe or trainer, but with a
difference. They have a removable wheel in the heel,
allowing you to roll freely across flat ground, but by
removing the wheel the shoes can be used as a
regular trainer.

Heelys are most popular amongst five
to 13-year-olds, capturing the
imagination of children
throughout the UK.
Like other cool new
sports, once one
child in the
playground has them
their peers want to follow suit.

Heelys growth in sales started in the south east, and recently sales have started to
spread across the UK.  

Shiner, the sole UK distributor of Heelys, saw sales grow to 9,000 pairs in 2005.
Seeing the potential growth of the Heelys brand, in 2006 Shiner launched an extensive TV

advertising campaign on Nickelodeon. Subsequently,
sales for 2006 will have escalated to 250,000 pairs;

90 per cent of Heelys deliveries due before
Christmas are now pre-sold to retailers.

Says company director, Charlie
Allen: “Sales this year have

exceeded our highest
expectations. We are very excited

about the Heelys brand and,
as the sole distributor, are

looking forward to
continued growth

throughout next year.”
Shiner Ltd: 0117 955 6035.
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Talking Shop
Paul Rothwell,Vi Sports, Castlereagh, Belfast

“Our primary focus is on the best products
and service for sports people”

RETAIL INTERVIEW

Paul Rothwell runs Northern Ireland’s
biggest independent sports store, Vi
Sports, from large new premises in
Castlereagh, Belfast. The 8000 sq ft
showroom, opened in July last year,
stocks a wide range of equipment for
individuals, as well as commercial
equipment for use in schools, leisure
centres and fitness clubs.

How did you get into sports retailing? 
Purely by chance really. I was chatting
to someone about getting an All Blacks
rugby shirt for my son, which
developed into a discussion about the
best sports shops in Northern Ireland,
and I found out that the owner of Vi
Sport was ready to retire. 

It was a much bigger business than
I’d thought, with a big share of the
‘commercial’ sports business in
Northern Ireland, too. The more I found
out about it, the more I found myself
getting excited. I started to think how

great it would be to be involved in a
business you could really enjoy; not
just a job, but fun too. 

I eventually approached the owner
and we got on really well. Three
months after that we agreed the deal
and here I am.

What do you stock? 
Our primary focus is on the best
products and service for sports people
- those who play or take part rather
than wear sports gear as fashionwear. 

We’re for people who sweat in
their sports gear. So we research and
stock products that we know to be
technically at the top of their field and
which offer good value. We put a lot
into staff training, so they know the
products well and can offer good
advice to our customers. 

How do you compete with big
sports chains like JJB?
A combination of top quality,
technically sound products and staff
expertise. We’ve invested heavily in
our new location, so we have the space
for a great range of products and a
fantastic environment now, too. 

We don’t shove so many products
into the shop that it’s hard to see what
you’re looking for. Our basic principle
is to do things from the customer’s
perspective. Because of the buying
power we have from the combined
volumes of both retail and commercial
divisions, we can offer very
competitive prices, too. 

Customer feedback consistently
shows that people who have been here
once come back. The Irish head of one
of the biggest sports brands in the
world said on his first visit to the shop,
“This is probably the nicest sports shop
in Ireland”.

How has trade been over the last 12
months?
Good. Sales have grown steadily over
the last number of years, but have
increased significantly over the last
year. That’s a result of the improved
environment and product range, easy
parking and word of mouth.

Current best-sellers?
Footwear is always a strong seller.
People come a long way to get their
running shoes and trainers - even from
south of the border. 

We also get a lot of professional
and serious sports people, plus referrals
from physios because of our footwear
expertise. Hockey and rugby are also
very strong, football has grown
significantly and fitness equipment has
been one of the fastest growth areas.

How do you keep customers coming
back?
Top-quality products that fit our
customers’ needs, a high level of
service and advice from friendly,
knowledgeable staff, competitive
prices, a great environment that’s easy
to get to and good parking. 

What do you like most and least
about the business?
It sounds a bit soppy, but there really
isn’t much I don’t like about the
business. It has variety, fun,
interesting people, a great feel 
good factor about it - and we’re
growing steadily. 

If I had to pick some frustrations
they’d include people who come in to
get advice on trainers and buy the
product on the internet for £2 less - it’s
a bit mean for people to take our time
and advice but give the sale to
someone else. 

Also, guessing how a new product
may sell in six months’ time is tricky.
If it sells well we have disappointed
customers if we can’t get any more
product and if it doesn’t sell well we’re
stuck with excess stock.

How important is the Vi Sports
website?
Online shopping is still a relatively
small part of our total business, but I
expect it to grow significantly over
the next few years. It’s been costly 
to set it all up properly, but it’s a
long-term investment that I think
will pay off. 

Any thoughts on future trends in
sports retail?
More online sales. Many people want
to touch and try sports equipment
before buying, but more and more are
becoming comfortable with
purchasing online. Plus, I think home
fitness equipment will grow with
people becoming more conscious of
the need for healthy living. si

ABOVE: Fitness
equipment has been
one of the fastest
growth areas for Vi
Sports



Competitive
It is a competitive world in the sports retail sector. You are up against national chains with huge
resources and people that are dedicated to improving every aspect of their business. You need to give
your business a competitive edge.

Let STAG Sports help you. We can increase your service levels by providing access to a huge diversity
of world leading branded suppliers right here in the UK. And when you join STAG you become part of
the largest network of independent retailers, currently 350 businesses with a combined 500 retail
outlets. We support one another and become stronger.

You cannot stand still in this ever more competitive world that we operate in. You need to seek out
new opportunities to stay ahead of the game and use the combined knowledge of the STAG buying
group to gain your competitive edge.

Join today and give your business an unfair advantage.

telephone: 01793 715 406
visit: www.stagbuyinggroup.com



Seconds
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David James, Head of Sales, Dunlop
Slazenger International

si

60 SECONDS INTERVIEW

How have sales been in the last 12 months? 
Our sales have been strong in all channels. During the last 12
months we have restructured our UK sales force and have
concentrated on delivering a more aggressive total package,
based on a combination of quality product/strong margin, to
our retail customers. 

What areas of the business are doing particularly well?
Following the introduction of new product ranges, we have
seen good growth in hockey, cricket and tennis. Our share of
the tennis ball market continues to increase, reinforcing our
combined Dunlop/Slazenger market-leading position. 

What are your current best-sellers?
The Slazenger Sxi bat, used to great effect this summer by Ian
Bell, and the Slazenger SX bat, voted ‘number one Bat in the
Market’ in recent Professional Cricketer Association Testing
Sessions. 

In tennis, the Dunlop M fil 300 racquet, that has powered
Amelie Mauresmo to two grand slam victories and number one
in the world, is performing well. While the new 'Urban' and
'NYR' stick ranges have been described as being at the 'cutting-
edge' of design and innovation within the hockey market.

How healthy is the Dunlop Slazenger brand? 
Since our new ownership was established in 2004, there has
been renewed investment in brand and products, which has
helped us punch the true weight of the combined brands in
both the UK and global market.

Where do you manufacture most of your product, and why? 
We manufacture in the developing world to UK designs and
standards. We do this to achieve a reduced cost base, which
allows us to offer the consumer great value for money. 

What new ranges have you got planned?
Dunlop Tennis, Slazenger Cricket and Dunlop Squash will 
all see new ranges introduced in the coming months. 
During 2007 we will also be introducing a new Carlton
Badminton Range and further developments to the
successful Slazenger Hockey 'Urban' and 'NYR' 
stick ranges. 

Any new sponsorship deals on the horizon? 
We are always looking at opportunities that will
develop the brands and grow sales. The recent
Pakistan team kit deal in cricket and the
England team sponsorship in hockey are
examples of this. 

In addition to our new sponsorship of
Roland Garros - French Open, we have extended
our longstanding Slazenger association with the
Wimbledon Championships to 2015. 
Our support for the Dunlop British Open Squash
Championships has also reinforced our strong profile within
the sport.





Can you give us some
background on the brand?
The brand is relatively new within the
UK and Europe, with interest and
passion for the product building on the
crest of US success. 

Based on in-depth research by a
German inventor into the walking and
running movements of the kangaroo,
the stilt was developed and evolved
over time to mimic the technics of the
findings and offer the end-user
boundless possibilities. 

Now in the UK market place, the
‘Pro-Jump’ stilts are available in
models to suit virtually everybody’s
needs. No one should miss out on the
new craze of 2006/07.

Key features and benefits?
The benefits of the stilts become
apparent once you start using them.
The product is sold on the basis of
the weight of the intended end-user,
with the correct spring supplied and
fitted to ensure this weight can be
sustained to offer the most
excitement and fun possible. 

Once supplied, the user then takes
on the potential super-human abilities
of running at speeds of up to 20mph,
whilst striding two-three times their
normal length and jumping up to two
metres in height. Once skilfully
harnessed, the stilts then take on a
new level of adrenaline boosting
extreme sports, with the wearer being
able to perform all manner of stunts
such as back/front flips, wall
jumping, etc.

On a lighter note, the Pro-Jumps
offer a great cardiovascular

workout, even for
the moderate

user, with
legs,

waist,
hips,

What’s Hot
Pro-Jump jumping stilts
Ian Moore, manager of UKGoodDeals, talks us through the offering

stomach, back, arms and shoulders all
being exercised to varying degrees. 

Upgradeable, the stilts can be
fitted with springs of lower or higher
weights - at cost - to ensure continued
functionality if the user’s weight
should fluctuate. All wear and tear
components can also be replaced
once worn*. 

Available in two sizes - one for
juniors and one for adults - the stilt’s
springs increase in 10kg increments,
with the recommendation for the user
to purchase the weight above theirs.
These weights are 30–60kg in juniors
and 60-120kg for adults. 

A choice of colour is also catered
for, so no member of the family is
omitted from the fun. Pro-Jump
endorses the continual use of all
protective clothing to protect the
wearer from any injuries caused
during practice and normal-use periods.

Why has the range sold 
so well?
With the modern-day growth in
entertainment, changing trends
towards exercise and search for new
crazes, it is obvious why the
introduction of Pro-Jump stilts has
been greeted with eagerness in the UK
market place. 

Assembled to high-level standards
and priced competitively to make
them affordable to all intended end-
users, every person can own a set of
stilts to provide whatever level of
entertainment, exercise or extreme fun
they wish to go to. It’s a chance to
own and be part of the equivalent
yesteryear crazes such as pogo sticks
and skateboarding. 

Who are they aimed at?
Everyone. Whether male or female,
young or old, couch-potato or super-fit
- so long as you meet the criteria
weight-wise and have a heart for fun,
we have the Pro-Jumps to fit you. 

After the initial new-born calf
wobbling of the legs as you adjust to
the stilts, you will soon gain the
confidence to be walking, running and
jumping and, given time, performing
numerous other fun stunts and
achievements. 

How is it marketed?
We market the Pro-Jump stilts via
several methods. Primarily, our
continued strong presence on Google
and Yahoo links any interested parties to
our website at www.pro-jump.co.uk,
promoting very high hit rates,
generating interest, enquiries and sales
for wholesale and retail. 

Within the site we offer registered
users forum access to share
experiences, recommendations, pictures
and chances to win various competition
prizes. Our premises also includes an
impressive shopfront, offering displays
of our numerous products such as the
‘Pro-Jump’ stilts and respective
protective gear, enabling anyone the
chance to view, touch and witness them
in operation.

Our recent stand at the Autumn Fair
generated huge curiosity, brand
awareness and built some strong trade
relationships. In the approach to the
festive season the likely introduction of
demonstrations is also being reviewed.

What’s the most effective
way a retailer can market
the range?
Market the Pro-Jumps using similar
methods to our own, dependent, of
course, on how your business is set up.
The idea is to generate interest and instil
brand awareness of the stilts in a fun
and exciting manner. 

Demonstration of the product works
wonders in making heads turn, and with
free word-of-mouth advertising sales
will grow steadily. The Pro-Jump stilts
are intended to be fun, fun, fun.

* The user/wearer is responsible for any initial
adjustment of their Pro-Jump stilts prior to use to
account for variance in stance and weight distribution.
Continual maintenance of the equipment is also
necessary to ensure safe operation and upkeep that
could otherwise result in product deterioration or injury.  

PRODUCT FOCUS
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Show time
The FSPA unveils details of an excellent offer for Sportex
Middle East 2006 and its own rugby stockroom events

Grants of £1,800 are available to
eligible companies exhibiting at
Sportex Middle East 2006, courtesy
of UK Trade and Investment.

They can be obtained by applying
through the Federation of Sports and
Play Associations.  

The Federation is working in
partnership with International
Exhibition Management in arranging a
UK pavilion at the show, giving
British companies a far greater
presence at the exhibition.  

Gateway
Sportex Middle East 2006 is the
region's most highly regarded
exhibition, designed for the sports,
stadia, fitness/health and leisure

industry. It is a unique gateway into
the Middle Eastern sport and leisure
markets and is expected to attract
companies from over 15 countries
across the globe when it opens its
doors from November 27-29.

Based in Dubai, where sports
tourism is rated as one of the fastest
growing sectors in the region’s
tourism industry, Sportex 2006
promises to be a fantastic opportunity
to tap into the Middle Eastern
consumer market. With its world-class
sporting infrastructure and facilities,
Dubai has played host to some of the
world’s premier sporting events,
including the Dubai Desert Classic
Tournament which always features the
world’s top professional golfers.

The sport and leisure industry is
finding it impossible to resist this
market, due to its numerous strengths
and benefits such as tax-free income
(one of the world's
highest per capita
incomes) and the
steady progression
towards a five-
day working
week - which is
leading to
increased leisure
time. Increased
public sector
spending on
sports/leisure
complexes means
the region is an
attractive area to target
more than ever before.

Sportex Middle East
2006 is the perfect platform to
form strategic alliances, expose major
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new products to target audiences, meet
thousands of importers and buyers
from the Middle East and 
gain information on potential 
market opportunities. 

This is why the FSPA is offering a
superb package that includes:
■ Stand build  
■ Standard furniture package

(including electricity)
■ Support of an experienced exhibitor

manager before, during and after 
the show

■ Marketing of the group in the 
trade press

■ Coordination, planning and
management for shipment of show
product samples (shipping costs 
not included)

■ Internet, phone and fax service 
in lounge

■ Roaming interpreter
■ £1,800 grant (subject to eligibility)

All of the above and many more
services and promotional activities are
included in the cost of £220 per m2, with
stand sizes of 9m2, 12m2, 18m2, 24m2

and 36m2 available. A standard 9m2

fully-built, furnished and equipped stand
will cost £1,980 (plus VAT). And if you
qualify for the grant on offer, this could
mean a cost of just £180 for a stand at
one of the world’s leading sports and
leisure industry exhibitions.

For more details about exhibiting at
Sportex Middle East 2006 contact Luke
Chadbourne on 02476 414999 ext 204,
or email luke@sportandplay.com

All grant applications need to be
made by Friday, October 13.

Rugby stockrooms
Approximately one year from now the
Rugby World Cup will be well

underway, with the streets of
France full of animated

rugby fans from
all over the

globe.  On October 20 next year the
Stade de France will crown one squad
as rugby world champions. 

The popularity of rugby is
growing by the day. The victory at the
last World Cup, coupled with the
exciting nature of the game, has
helped produce a thriving market with
huge potential for growth in the UK.

The Federation of Sports and Play
Associations is currently organising a
stockroom for rugby brands to exhibit
their products. The event will provide
an excellent opportunity to network
with retailers from across the UK. 

At present, two events are being
considered with one in the south
(Twickenham) and one in the north
(Manchester/Leeds). The idea of two
events is to provide both
manufacturers and retailers with the
best networking opportunities. Details
of venues and dates will be announced
in the near future. 

It is hoped that both events will be
scheduled close together, with one day
in between for exhibitors to travel north
or south for the second stockroom. The
rugby stockrooms will also help
manufacturers and retailers to work
towards the same objective - continuing
to increase the game’s profile. 

Advanced technology and
innovation have provided the industry
with specialist products such as under-
skin clothing, protective equipment
and the latest developments in sports
drinks and nutritional supplements.

Popular
There has been a 16 per cent increase in

the number of people playing
rugby union since England

won the World Cup.
Retailer Cicada

Sports has found
that this

increase in

participation
has reflected well
in the company’s
sales.

Says managing
director, Phil Oliver:
“We have found at
Cicada Sports that
since the World
Cup the increase
in our retail sales
has been really
noticeable. Many
customers are now
looking ahead to the
next World Cup and
rugby in our area - the 
West Midlands - is certainly 
in a boom period.”

Martin Aynsley at
brandcomanagement also commented
on the healthy state of the UK rugby
market: “General consumer interest in
rugby has grown dramatically and this
is evidenced by the 100,000 people
who attended the opening weekend of
the new English Premiership,
compared to 60,000 three years ago. 

“There is now a general as well as
hardcore fan base and rugby wear,
particularly country or club leisure
products, has become a generally
accepted item. I also believe that we
have seen the growth of a ‘Team
England’ supporter who is equally
interested in rugby as they are cricket
or football, following our national
team in all sports at various times.” 

In 2004 the Rugby Football
League reported a 94 per cent increase
in registered players in just two years,
whilst attendance figures for Super
League matches has risen eight per
cent since the 2003 season.
Consequently, the success has been
shared between both codes of the
game, with a very positive sales
impact on rugby-related products.

Both events have the potential to
be very successful and the venues and
dates will soon be finalised. If you
would like further information about
the rugby stockrooms event contact
Ben Prince on 02476 414999 ext 205
or email ben@sportsandplay.com
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BOOST YOUR SALES

P is for price
"Many retailers think the most
important part of pricing strategy is to
keep prices as low as possible, but
that's not always the most profitable
policy," says London University
consumer expert Philip Slade, author of
‘P Spells Success’.

"A better pricing strategy is to
teach your customers to focus not just
on the cost of the product but on its
value to them."

One of the biggest challenges in
the value-versus-price war is
determining the true value of a product
or service. Traditional methods such as
focus groups or customer surveys can
help, but studies have shown that the
best way to assess value to customers
is talking one to one.

Surprisingly, according to CBI
research, offering complete satisfaction
or no-risk guarantees are often more
cost-effective than price reductions and
discounts when it comes to boosting
sales.

Says Philip Slade: "The costs
associated with refunding or replacing
a product are usually less than the lost
revenue caused by price discounting -
and can boost customer goodwill more
effectively, too.

"Take time to really understand
just how valuable your products are to
your customers and so avoid the
pitfalls of poor pricing decisions."   

Indeed, according to London
Business School research, for every
retail enterprise that fails because its
prices are too high, two will come to
grief because they don't charge enough.

Says Bristol small business
consultant Kevin Ascott: "So many
retail start-ups undervalue what they
have to offer. This results in the
inability to cover all necessary
expenses and still turn a profit. 

"When fixing a price, it's vital to
take all overheads into consideration -
supplies, running costs, production,
transportation, promotion - before
setting a figure."

Neil Allen, who took over a
Manchester sports goods store in 1998,
admits that he was about 30 per cent
short of start-up capital because he had
misjudged how long it would take for
revenue to start coming in.

"I had also taken over the previous
owner's price structure, which I found
was about a third cheaper than
neighbouring rivals," he says. "That
meant we had a shop full of customers
and we were making a thumping loss
every week.

"Only later did I discover the
business was previously being run as a
loss as part of a tax scam."

Kevin Ascott advises a careful
marketing study on what the

Marketing mix
Tony James uncovers the four
‘Ps’ of successful sales
How's your marketing strategy? It's
certainly a question worth asking.

Over 30 per cent of small
retailers who go out of business this
year will do so because of inefficient
marketing, according to the
Federation of Small Businesses.

"There's a general belief that a
successful sales strategy is expensive
and needs expert help, but this
doesn't have to be the case," says Dr
Susan Glass, a retail specialist at the
London School of Economics. 

"Focusing on the four Ps of
successful sales is still one of the
best, and cheapest, ways of tackling
marketing problems."

It may sound like the name of a
1970s Tamla Motown group, but in
fact the four Ps, also known as the
‘marketing mix’, was devised at
Yale University Business School
some 20 years ago and still hasn't
been bettered as a simple way of
streamlining marketing efforts and
sorting business priorities.

So here's a run-down of what
it's all about: 



Simple steps 
TO A SUCCESSFUL SALES STRATEGY

■ Know your product or service inside out. Pinpoint the
things that make it unique and understand its potential

■ Understand what your competitors are doing and find out
what gaps there are in the market

■ Work out the motivation of potential buyers - then match
your proposition to their needs

■ Build up a profile of the person you are trying to sell to   

■ Listen as well as talk to potential customers

■ Start small - don't try to sell the whole solution straightaway.
Keep the decision process simple for the customer

■ Don’t criticise competitors when making a sales pitch.
Playing on the strengths of your own product will invariably
produce better results

■ Divide the selling process into a series of small, painless
decisions and move from one to another

■ Build customer confidence. Customers are more likely to
make a buying decision when shown proof that others have
used your products and benefited by it
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competition is charging, as well as a
long look at exactly what you want
from the business in terms of lifestyle
and financial reward.

Successful entrepreneurs price
their products safely between their
price ceiling (the top price a customer
will pay determined by market
research) and their price floor (the price
under which they can't drop and still
make a profit).

P is for promotion
How can you promote an independent
sports retail business without spending
a small fortune with a PR company?
Certainly not by sitting back and
waiting for some minor miracle that
will bring customers crowding into
your shop.

"In the past five years self-
generated publicity has become the
lifeblood of small business survival,"
says consumer expert Dr Paula
Marshall. "And unless you actively
promote a small retail business, its
chances of survival can drop by at least
30 per cent."

The good news is that the most
effective promotions are usually not
expensive, but involve bright ideas
costing little more than time and
ingenuity.   

Consultants point out that
promotion is very different from
advertising. Advertising is targeted
towards the end-consumer and gives
specific information about products
and services, while promotion should
concentrate on making sure the public
thinks of your shop first when looking
for the products and services you offer.

Studies have shown that promotion
is usually more cost-effective than
advertising. Press releases, internet
features, directory entries, interviews
and community events are great ways
to create a buzz about your business, so
try some of these low-cost or even no-
cost promotional strategies:
■ Personal promotion. Become known
as an authority on your specialist
subject and offer your services as a
speaker to local organisations, seminars
and trade meetings.

■ Press releases. Make them crisp and
professional, not more that 150 words
and with a picture or illustration that
the paper can use.  

■ Letters to editors can keep your shop
in the news. Write on current
controversial topics. Send letters to
trade and professional publications, as
well as local and regional newspapers

and magazines. Always use company
notepaper.  

■ Make things fun. People will
remember you if you've brightened
their day. You'll find that when the shop
gets publicity it's usually reflected in
sales.

■ Networking involves making and
using contacts from all areas of your
life - family, friends, people in similar
businesses, professional groups and
social acquaintances - to keep yourself
and your business in the public eye.

It's hard to calculate the precise
effect of networking, but some
devotees claim it can contribute to
about 20 per cent of turnover.
■ Local radio - the UK's 1,000 local
stations always welcome input, from
news items to regular ‘talk spots’. 

■ Mail shots and fliers can have
disappointing returns in terms of
promotional results unless a discount or
free offer is added as an incentive.    

■ Make the most of new technology to
create a dynamic new image. For
instance, look into going online.

P is for product
When promoting what you sell, make
sure to differentiate between a
product's features and its benefits -
there is a difference. Make sure your
customers understand that. 

Says Philip Slade: "Differentiating
between features and benefits can help
you explain why what you're selling is
better than the competition. For
instance, a feature of the newest
cellphones is their physical size, but
the benefit is that they are small
enough to fit into your wallet."

"Having a clear picture of your
product lets you communicate its best
features and benefits to your
customers through sales and
marketing. So here are some strategies
to help manufacturers or service
providers get a competitive edge:
■ Modify or improve a product while
keeping the price the same. Improving
a product is a great way to show
customers that you care about their
loyalty.

■ Be the first in your industry to offer
a new feature. For instance, a
company that offered a hand-soap
containing vitamin E had a valuable
sales advantage until rivals caught up.

■ Take a few new features and group
them together to create a new product
or service. For instance, a carpet
cleaning company recently offered
discount-priced  ‘job lots’ of services

that included furniture and curtain
cleaning as well as carpet valeting. 

"This took our rivals by surprise -
at least for a while," said the firm's
boss. “We had the market to ourselves
for at least six months before they
started to catch up."

P is for placement
You can think of placement as the
sales branch of your marketing plan.
How do customers come into contact
with your products? What sales
tactics do you use to maximise
turnover?

Experts believe that the golden
rule for successful placement is, don't
give up too easily. A recent CBI
study showed that 44 per cent of
retail salespeople simply give up
after the first objection from possible
customers and a further 22 per cent
after the second.

After the fourth objection, some
92 per cent of salespeople had
decided that the prospect was a non-
starter, leaving only eight per cent
still working away at making a sale.   

The study showed that 73 per
cent of buyers will regularly raise
five or more objections before 
they feel confident enough in the
service or product to punch in their
PIN number.

So think about it - that persistent
eight per cent of salespeople are left
to win 73 per cent of business. And
that's successful placement.

"When fixing a price, it's vital to take all overheads into consideration - supplies,
running costs, production, transportation, promotion - before setting a figure"

si
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Customer focussed
Cotton Traders is on course for another record year, according
to director and former England rugby captain Steve Smith

FOCUS HQ

Dramatic growth
In 1987 the pair launched Cotton
Traders. With a product offering
centred on rugby leisurewear, the
company experienced dramatic growth
and in 1991 won the England RFU
contract, followed by South Africa and
Wales in 1992 and Harlequins in 1993.
In 1996 Next plc became a shareholder
in the company.

Cotton Traders was also
appointed as the Official Clothing
Supplier to the 1991 and 1995 Rugby
World Cups and currently holds
contracts with Leicester, Gloucester,
Sale and Barbarians.

Following the company’s World
Cups successes, Cotton Traders was
made the exclusive supplier of the
Guinness Rugby Collection for the
1999 event and continues to supply
Guinness licensed product in the UK.

Beyond the world of rugby, Cotton
Traders held licensing rights to the
1998 Whitbread Round the World
Yacht Race and Whitbread brands such
as Heineken, Stella Artois,
Boddingtons, Murphy’s and Labatts. In
addition, it has produced exclusive

ranges for Lords Cricket and
established a successful licensed range
for Budweiser in the UK. The
company has also been named the
UK’s third biggest growing footwear
company in the country.

Rugby roots
But despite such diversification,
Cotton Traders’ focus remains firmly
on rugby union. 

“We’ve been approached in the
past to get involved in soccer, but our
roots are very much in rugby,” says
Steve Smith, who is director in
charge of Cotton Traders’ wholesale
division, licensing and personnel
(Fran Cotton is responsible for the
mail order operation).

“We’ve even looked at rugby
league, but we don’t see ourselves
going down that route either. Rugby is
a marketing tool for us, more than
anything else. The business is based
around our leisure clothing now.”

Growth areas for the company
include the aforementioned footwear, its
‘basics’ range of polos, sweats and jogs
and, surprisingly for a predominantly
male brand, ladies’ wear.

Two areas that the company is
focusing on are the internet and high
street. The aim to increase sales at
cottontraders.co.uk to represent 50 per
cent of the mail order business is a
key strategic priority. 

“Online is fantastic,” says Smith.
“36-37 per cent of all the mail order

Cotton Traders, founded by former
England rugby captains Fran
Cotton and Steve Smith, has around
800,000 active customers, a turnover
of over £50 million and employs 600
people across the UK. 

The company also produces 27
different editions of its glossy, full-
colour catalogue and dispatches over
100,000 products a month.

Not bad for a company that
started life in a small room next to
Altrincham railway station supplying
mail order rugby shirts via adverts in
national magazines and newspapers.

Cotton and Smith first met in
1971 at Loughborough University
and both went on to play for Sale,
Lancashire, Barbarians, England and
the British Lions; the pair also
played in Bill Beaumont’s 1980
Grand Slam team.

After their international careers
came to a close, they began working
together for Bukta Sportswear as key
account managers and were made
joint managing directors of the
company when it was taken over by
French Connection in 1985.

ABOVE RIGHT
Partners: Cotton
Traders directors
Fran Cotton (left)
and Steve Smith
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ABOVE: Steve
Smith in his
England days

“36-37 per cent of all the mail order business comes through the web,
which is marvellous - and it’s growing all the time”

business comes through the web,
which is marvellous - and it’s growing
all the time.” But converting to a
complete internet business isn’t on the
cards, according to the former teacher.

“What we find is that every time
we put out a catalogue our web sales
increase,” Smith says. “A lot of our
catalogue customers like ordering
through the web. The post numbers
over the years have dropped, but there
will always be a percentage of our
customers that like to write to us,
which tends to be about 20 per cent,
and the rest comes via the phones.” 

Retail division
The retail business is also looking
strong. The Cotton Traders Retail
Division began 15 years ago with an
on-site factory store at the
company’s warehouse site in
Altrincham, Cheshire, where the
company is still based today. This
store still trades successfully, but is
now part of a 50-plus portfolio 
with an annual turnover in excess of
£16 million.

Cotton Traders opened its first
airport store at Manchester Terminal
1 in March 2002. It currently has
four airport stores trading at
Birmingham, Luton, Manchester
and Stanstead.

Says Smith: “Our retail side is
getting bigger and bigger. We’re doing
good business with our concessions in
garden centres and we’ve just opened
our fifth high street shop, which is
looking really strong for us.

“We’re trialling these until the
end of the year and if they work,
which they look like they will, then
we will roll these out as part of a big
growth programme.”

As well as the retail channel,
Cotton Traders Wholesale Division
operates and sells into both the sports
trade and high street/mail order

clothing companies. In the UK
sports trade the company has in the
region of 1,000 retail accounts that
represent approximately 1,500
outlets ranging from independents
through to retail groups such as JJB,
Gilesports and Sports World.

Within Europe Cotton Traders
has established distribution in the
major rugby playing nations of
Ireland, France and Italy, while
worldwide the brand is licensed in
Australia, New Zealand, Japan and
Hong Kong.

Record year
“We’re having a terrific time,” says
Smith. “The last three years have

all been record years for us. We’ve
hit very, very ambitious targets this
year, so hopefully the next six
months will be as good as the last
six months. If that’s the case, we’ll
have another record year by a mile.”

Smith puts Cotton Traders’
success down to a very simple
business maxim - giving customers
what they want. The company is
also expert at sourcing product,
which it does mainly from China,
Mauritius, Indonesia and India.

“We’re as good as anybody
when it comes to sourcing,” he

says. “We’ve got some great
sources and produce a nice
product, which tends to be 
cotton as opposed to polyester. 
We ask our customers and they
want cotton, so it’s a road we’re
happy with.

“Luckily, we have a customer
base we can get in touch with,
because we have all their names
and addresses. And they tell us
very quickly what they want from
us. They like good value clothing,
they like it to be well made and
they like our quality and sizings.

“They like what we’re giving
them at the moment, so they’re
going to get a lot more of it.” si







Gilbert Rugby’s Brand Manager
Rob Davies agrees: “Once the Ashes
are out of the way this winter, the
Rugby World Cup is the next big
sporting event on the horizon. It should
increase interest in the Six Nations as
well, as people look for clues as to how
every one will perform.”

Spencer believes television
coverage is now better than ever, and
points out: “The 2007 Rugby World
Cup has the potential to outperform all
the other opportunities to improve sales.
If the home nations have good world
cups we’ll see another surge in interest,
particularly among young people taking
up the game, which leads to an
increased demand for equipment.” 

Positive role
Rob Andrew, the former England fly-
half and talented Newcastle player,
was appointed following the creation
of the Director of Rugby post in April
after a review of England's coaching
set-up following a disappointing Six
Nations. His job is to oversee all
aspects of representative rugby in
England, from the regional academies
to the full senior side. 

Davies says reaction in the trade
to Andrew’s appointment has been
cautious so far. “I get the feeling that

the majority of people are waiting to
see if anything changes before passing
judgement. November will be a key
month,” he says. 

GNG’s Spencer is bullish, however.
“I believe that Andrew’s appointment as
Director of Elite Rugby is a hugely
positive one for English rugby,” he
says. “I think that Rob will provide a
crucial link between the players and the
RFU that has long been missing. 

“His immediate task is to try and
establish firm foundations for England’s
bid to retain the Rugby World Cup in
2007, but he is faced with a rather
dysfunctional England set-up at the
moment that he must get to grips with.”

KooGa Rugby managing director
Shak Anwar is also positive about
Andrew’s appointment. “He brings a
wealth of experience to the role and I
hope he will manage the health of the
players to make it easier for us to get
the best out of them,” he says. “I think
with his background he has the
necessary tools to manage that.”

World Cup success?
Opinion is mixed in the trade as to
whether England will manage World
Cup success. England have lost 15 of
their 26 Tests since winning the 2003
tournament, 10 out of 18 under coach

There’s been mixed news for rugby
fans over the last few months.
Johnny Wilkinson’s injury was just
one of a spate amongst England
players, and means next year’s Six
Nations is the earliest he will be
back on the pitch. 

But the appointment of Rob
Andrew as the RFU’s Elite Director of
Rugby was also a defining moment.

Neal Spencer, director of branded
rugby training equipment
manufacturer GNG Sport, says the
popularity of rugby is currently very
high. “The improved profile of British
rugby since the 2003 World Cup has
meant that we all benefit from the
annual interest around the November
tours and the Six Nations,” he says. 
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Putting
the boot in

Andy Robinson insists England can retain the World Cup despite suffering their worst
run of Test defeats for 22 years. Could the help of Rob Andrew as the RFU's new Elite
Director of Rugby turn the tide in England’s favour? Catherine Eade reports

IN SEASON RUGBY
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Andy Robinson, and their last five in a
row, their worst sequence since 1984.

But Spencer says: “There is a huge
amount of English talent, and with the
right coaching and appropriate
selection - which has been a particular
issue - there is no reason why England
cannot retain the Rugby World Cup. 

“However, New Zealand - and
their ability to field two Test-standard
XVs - will probably go into the
tournament as favourites. They will
look at the England team and see it
shorn of the talismanic figures of
Martin Johnson and Jonny Wilkinson
(probably).” 

Anwar adds: “I think there are two
issues here - choosing the best team
and keeping them injury free. If
Andrew does that we’ll have a chance.
But I think the confidence in the ability
of the team that everyone had last time
around is missing this year.”

Anwar’s concern about soaring
injury levels amongst UK players is
backed up by recent news that yet
another England player is out of action.
Northampton hooker Steve Thompson
has become the latest injury concern
for England ahead of the autumn Tests
after being ruled out for up to six
weeks after a calf tear. Andy Robinson
is already likely to be without Steve
Borthwick and James Simpson-Daniel
when the team plays New Zealand at
Twickenham on November 5.

“The number of injuries is a
combination of factors really, but there
are a lot of fixtures in the UK game,”
Anwar says. “This is great for
consumers and fans, but the day-in,
day-out grind takes its toll - it’s hard
on the players.” 

Mixed sales success
As for sales success amongst all 
the rugby politics, the year has 
been mixed.

KooGa Rugby has had ups and
downs during 2006. “I have to admit,
the start of the year was tough,” says
Anwar. “We finished the end of last
year with record sales and then spring
this year was really hard, which I put
down to football and the World Cup. 

“But since July 1 it’s like a switch
has been turned on - we’ve been
hitting record sales every month
since. We’re looking to increase sales
by 35-40 per cent for 2007 with the
World Cup.”

KooGa is also pleased with the
prospect of becoming a strong
market presence in the game of touch
rugby, which is fast becoming a mass
participation sport in the UK. The
brand has launched a new range of
men’s and women’s touch rugby
apparel and equipment.

“KooGa Rugby will have a strong
market presence as the Official
Partner of the NZ Touch Federation,”
says Anwar. “It’s now New Zealand’s
third largest sport, with more
registered players than in the union
format of the game.”

Global growth
GNG’s Spencer says: “We are
ultimately at the mercy of the market’s
demand for rugby products, but the
game is continuing to grow globally.
In particular, we are doing significant
trade with France, Italy, Holland,
Canada and the United States. 

“We‘ve had a very successful year
and are forecasting for continued
growth in 2007 and beyond. Our best-
selling products are our traditional
single or double wedge contact pads.
We also sell plenty of post protectors
and an upturn in the popularity of the
game will drive further sales.”

Advances in rugby equipment
technology have seen GNG register two
designs that Spencer believes are truly
innovative: “We’ve got a set of oval
pads and watch-shaped shields, used by
the Welsh Rugby Union, Northampton
Saints and Harlequins. These are the
next generation of rugby pads.

“As GNG Sport is owned by a
foam converter, we are also able to
ensure that our pads utilise the latest
foam technology. This provides the
highest level of protection for users
from injury whilst also allowing them
to train as hard as they play.”

As for Gilberts’ sales performance
recently, Rob Davies says: “Boots have
sold in very well this year. Protection
has been steady and the best news of

the year is how well the textiles range
has been received by retailers and
players alike. Oh, and we’ve sold quite
a few balls, too. The multi matrix grip
patterns on the new Synergie match
ball have been the biggest advance
technologically for us.”

Optimism
With no shortage of new rugby
products to choose from, and certainly
no shortage of issues to tackle head on,
for many it is a matter of keeping
fingers tightly crossed that the chosen
team will be fit enough to do us proud. 

As one rugby commentator put it:
“England selection is in a state of flux.
England need leadership, and they
most certainly need luck. The gods
have been anything but kind.”

But Gilbert’s Davies adds a note
of cautious optimism about England’s
prospects. “Anything’s possible - but
there’s a lot of work to do before the
World Cup,” he says. “The
Australians were down, out and
buried in 2003 before the tournament
began if the press were to be believed
and still ran us close in the final. The
only people that need to genuinely
believe it can happen are the players
themselves. The rest of us can quite
happily be red-faced cynics when they
prove us wrong.” si

HOW CAN RETAILERS BOOST SALES OF
RUGBY PRODUCT?
Rob Davies, Gilbert: “By stocking a full range and ensuring
that a rugby player’s needs are covered from A-Z in the store,
rather than cherry picking purely the high rotation products.
Full year-round coverage is also key. A player will look for a
new pair of boots, for example, whenever his old pair give
out, not necessarily between July 1 and September 30.”

Shak Anwar, KooGa: “You’ve got to identify the rugby
section within the store so a consumer can automatically
find it. Whenever we’ve seen a retailer focus on a specific
rugby section in store, we’ve noticed turnover go up
because the customer can go straight to it and easily find
what they want.”
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Rugby

KooGa Touch Rugby
collection
With the game of touch rugby now
becoming a mass participation sport
in the UK, KooGa Rugby has
launched a new range of innovative
men’s and women’s bespoke Touch
Rugby apparel and equipment.

‘Touch’ is a fast, simple and
exciting game to play. Globally, there
are several well-established leagues
and tournaments, with the Touch
World Cup taking place in South
Africa in January 2007. 

KooGa Rugby will have a strong

market presence as the Official Partner
of the NZ Touch Federation. ‘Touch’ is
now New Zealand’s third largest sport,
with more registered players than in
the Union format of the game.

The new collection includes a
technical match play shirt, made with
a revolutionary new KooGa designed
hydro-porex fabric with anti-microbial
finish, a built in 50 SPF protective
layer and ventilated panelling inserts
over key moisture areas; and specially
designed touch rugby footwear and
match balls.
KooGa Rugby Ltd: 08708 454 544. 
www.kooga-rugby.com
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GNG Sport rugby training equipment
GNG Sport is the UK’s leading manufacturer of branded rugby
training equipment. 

Sport attracts big brands due to its healthy image and vast marketing
potential. However, for branded product to be effective it has to be as
good as the brand it represents. 

GNG Sport has been manufacturing and developing the best quality
rugby training equipment for the trade for over 10 years, and the
company’s achievements in this area have been recognised with an ISO
9002 accreditation. 

Not that GNG Sport is solely rugby focused; it has supplied post protection
for netball, basketball and tennis, martial arts pads and it’s even made
shields for football clubs including Chelsea and Manchester City.

Wherever there is a need for quality robust foam-filled products, GNG
Sport can get your name across it.

For further information call Neal Spencer on 01924 400501 or email
sports@gng-group.co.uk

Shock Doctor mouthguards
Shock Doctor mouthguards from Hy-Pro offer
ultimate protection and on-pitch performance
to rugby players of all ages.

Packed with technology, the patented
semi-rigid designs, such as the Power Ultra
guard, provide a perfect fit, offering lower
jaw stability in a compact size for easier
breathing and speaking.  

If that’s not enough, it’s MORA enhanced, so when
fitted and worn correctly, the Ultra design positions the lower jaw
down and forward, with the tongue in the roof of the mouth -
helping to increase strength and performance. All designs in
the Shock Doctor range come with a dental warranty. 
For more information visit www.hy-pro.co.uk or
call 01582 6700 100

rop ad
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The continued evolution of their match ball technology and
engineering processes has ensured that they remain in the position of
market leader over 180 years later.

The modern GILBERT is, however, much more than just balls: over
the past decade the company has expanded into all rugby product sectors
and is now one of the few brands capable of equipping a club and its
players with all of their rugby needs. 

The equipment required by players today, both on and off the pitch,
must match their levels of commitment and performance and
GILBERT’s 2006 range has therefore been updated and improved in
order to keep up with the advances in the modern game.

The Xact product range
Introduced in 2005 in support of the technological
advances pioneered by GILBERT’s Ball Development
Engineers: this range has been further enhanced for
2006 and once again features products that have been
produced in conjunction with some of the world’s top
players including England captain Martin Corry, Wales’s
Michael Owen and Ireland’s Donncha O’Callaghan.

The Xact Elite boot
A professional backs boot designed to maximise kicking
performance. Featuring a multi compound heel counter for
maximum support whilst reducing weight and a Protex
“memory” foot bed that moulds to your foot, it also
incorporates an ultra-soft, ultra-supple micro fibre
waterproof upper, an off-centre lacing system for improved
comfort and an enlarged strike zone for cleaner contact with
the ball.

The Xact Charger
The Xact Charger features the tried and tested Triflex padding system
and incorporates a double layer mesh system for improved temperature
control and comfort for the player. The ergonomically designed padded
areas have been redesigned to better protect the most vulnerable parts of
the player (kidneys, sternum, back) whilst ensuring
that the wearer retains their full range of
movements.

The Xact Thermo Undershirt
Manufactured from a multi-yarn sports micro
fibre, gives superior moisture management
performance. An efficient cooling system
and the resultant better temperature
regulation leaves the wearer with more
energy during periods of prolonged exertion.
The silicon rubberised grip on the forearm
will provide the wearer with enhanced ball-
carrying control in all conditions.

The Xact logo is the
GILBERT guarantee of
excellence and confirms that
whatever the product
you choose, it has
been Created to
Perform.

much more than 
just balls!
GILBERT, the world’s oldest rugby manufacturer, has been developing and
supplying the highest quality rugby balls since William Gilbert first
provided balls to Rugby School in 1823.

For more information on the
Xact range of products call:

08450 66 1823 



For more information:

08450 66 1823

Balls

Boots

Protection

Undershirts

Clothing

Equipment

Luggage
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Skins compression performance equipment
Skins are body-moulded compression performance equipment

with built-in BioAcceleration Technology that enhances your
performance in training, competition and recovery and

gives you an edge over your competition. 
Skins are the only compression and therapeutic

sportswear that have been independently scientifically
testing. No other company within this category can
lay claims to these exclusive criteria. 

The key is in Skins’ revolutionary
BioAcceleration Technology, which is built into
the smart fabric of all tops and tights.

This BioAcceleration Technology has many
benefits, including:
■ The reduction of lactic acid build-up,
increased oxygen and enhanced circulation

■ Focusing muscle power
■ Drawing moisture away from the skin

■ Optimising body temperature in warm or cool
conditions

■ Preventing odour through antibacterial treatments
■ Providing sun safety with SPF 50+ protection

It is these benefits, combined with the strong and durable
nature of Skins, that has the many elite rugby union teams

acknowledging them as the pre-eminent compression sportswear.
Now all rugby union players will receive the benefits of enhanced

performance, endurance and recovery as they strive for rugby excellence
with Skins.
For more information go to skins.netRugby

Koolpak hot and cold therapy products
Koolpak has recently launched its new range of hot
and cold therapy products to help with the recovery
from everyday sports injuries.

No matter how athletic you are, everyone runs the
risk of injury and the Koolpak Sport Instant Ice packs
are ideal for the treatment of soft tissue injuries,
sprains, bumps and bruises.

These single-use disposable packs allow cold therapy
to be delivered direct to the injured area and its smaller

compact pack size allows it to
stay cooler for longer. They fit
perfectly into any first aid kit or
kit bag, which makes them a
great alternative to ice from the
freezer.
For more information on any of
the Koolpak products visit
www.koolpak.co.uk or call
02392 670400.
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2005 sales were excellent in the
period pre-Christmas, and generally
speaking the expectations are
similar this time around,” he says. 

“Cricket continues to be a
thriving area within the retail
sector - the success of the England
team has been crucial, together
with the developments initiated by
the ECB, which have made it
‘cool’ to play cricket. 

“Every market needs its heroes to
encourage participation. Ricky Ponting
has been instrumental in the success of
both Australian cricket and demand for
the Kookaburra brand. To provide the
next generation of players it is vital that
young players have international
players that they can identify with and
aspire to emulate their successes.”

Waterton says that Kookaburra
has continued to build on its success,
and that 2005 and 2006 were both
record years in terms of sales volume
for the brand. 

“The profile of the brand within
world cricket is second to none, with
many of the world’s top players using
the brand,” he says. “Kookaburra is a
very proactive brand and offers players
of all ages the ideal combination of
ground-breaking technical development
and attractive, cool graphics.” 

And Kookaburra is ebullient about
the forthcoming year too: “We have
anticipated that demand will be strong.
The profile of the game will be
excellent - the Ashes and World Cup
will keep cricket on the back pages and
encourage both participation and
corresponding sales,” says Waterton. 

“As for England’s chances of
retaining the Ashes this time around, I
think the series will be very
competitive. Fitness of crucial players
will be the deciding factor.”

Feel good factor
Puma is another brand that is finding
the high profile of cricket good news
for sales.

“The sector is very strong -
stronger than ever,” says Julian
Stansfield. “The media exposure has
been phenomenal and the work
television companies have done to
bring the game into our homes has
been first class. 

“Cricketers have become heroes
for all age groups and some have
even become pin ups - the new pop
stars. The success of the England

team is a major plus also. Like in
most sports when the national team
does well, the feel good factor is very
evident in all aspects of the sports
business and everyday life.

“Sales were great in 2005 and
2006. A solid foundation for years to

FLICX

“Flicx is the only cricketing supply
company totally dedicated to the
junior cricket market,” says managing
direct Richard Beghin.

The company was started 10
years ago in South Africa and began
trading in the UK in 2000, with the
first product introduced into the UK
being the Flicx Portable Cricket pitch.

“The England and Wales Cricket
Board saw the potential of the pitch
for the development of junior cricket
and ordered 799 Flicx pitches for inner
city schools to rural village clubs,”
says Beghin.

“The Ashes in 2005 made a huge
difference to the development of the
game. Flicx now markets a range of
facilities and is the only company
with a range of dedicated junior
bowling machines.

"Backyard cricket, as it is known
in Australia, has always been very
popular and this part of the market
has expanded enormously. To cater for
this we’ve introduced the Flicx Home
Academy range, including specially
designed cricket nets, various sizes of
Flicx pitches to suit the back garden,
bowling machines and coaching aids.”

IN SEASON CRICKET

Rising from the Ashes
An Ashes year for cricket inevitably means a good year for cricket
retailers, says Catherine Eade

All eyes will be on the Ashes
tournament over the next three
months as England’s team battles
to defend the urn won under the
captaincy of the iconic Freddie
Flintoff.

And an Ashes year for cricket
inevitably means a good year for
cricket retailers, who will take
advantage of the increased
coverage of the sport and that ‘feel
good’ factor when the home side

is doing well? 
Puma’s Area Sales
Manager Julian Stansfield

says:
“Expectations are
very high this
winter and cricket
will get a lot of
exposure through
the media, with
the Ashes being
the focal point.
Cricket products
will be the ‘must-
have' Christmas
present as our
sport heroes will
again come from
the cricket arena.”

Gray-Nicolls’
Cricket
Promotions
Manager Nick
Wilton adds:
“Cricket is
experiencing a
massive boom
and this is bound
to continue
throughout 
the Ashes and
World Cup
campaigns.”

Demand
Kookaburra
Brand Manager
Stuart Waterton
agrees: “The
Ashes series
will
undoubtedly
stimulate
demand. In

“The cricket consumer does not have to wait until
spring any more - cricket is available all year”
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come has been firmly put in place by
Puma cricket. With the Ashes and the
World Cup in the same year I am
sure we are going to be reporting
record sales.”

Stansfield is excited by the
prospect of the forthcoming 
season:  “I believe that it will be a
hard test for England in Australia, as
there are some key absentees such
as Simon Jones, who can always
turn a game. It was evident last year
that the team spirit within the camp
was very, very strong - how each
player reacted to each situation 
and each other created the success

that followed. 
“We have a mixture of

young players who have
had good summers in the
UK and have cemented
their place in the Ashes

squad - Sajid
Mahmood being

an example of
one who has
successfully
come through
the ranks
and is more
than

capable of
upsetting the

Australian top
order. I fully expect
him to be our
fastest bowler this
tour - one to
watch out for.”

Role models are important for a
healthy grass roots cricket scene,
Stansfield says: “Good role models
are essential. We recently did
training days at local-level cricket
clubs with both Adam Gilchrist and
Sajid Mahmood. 

“You can see in the faces of 
the kids how fantastic it is, not 
only to meet them but to learn 
from them and to aspire to be like
them in how they behave on and off
the field.” 

New collections
Many of the cricket products for 2007
are available in the winter months,
and for Gray-Nicolls include two new
bats - the Fusion and the Viper. The
company has also launched a new Ice
clothing and shoe range and a range
of coaching aids and equipment.

Kookaburra’s 2007 collection is
completely new, but Waterton says:
“We would anticipate that Kahuna -
used by Ricky Ponting - will
continue to be strong and Genesis -
which has a light specification - has
also been excellent. We believe that
the new range is the best we have
ever put together.”

BALMORAL CRICKET SWEATERS

You can’t predict the British weather, but with Balmoral
cricket sweaters at least you can stay dry during a match.

The sweaters are made from a blend of 70 per cent wool
and 30 per cent polyamide, then given Nanotech treatment
to make them impervious to water and dirt, and virtually self-
cleaning.

Balmoral manager Mike Carden says the sweaters are
designed for the 21st century: “A couple of years ago we
invested in new machinery and worked with a high-tech yarn
spinner to create a range of fantastic yarns for our various
markets,” he says.

“The Nanotech-treated sweater is a revolutionary
product. Each sweater will carry a special swing-ticket
explaining how the Nanotech treatment works - it should add
real value for a retailer.”

WHAT IS THE BEST WAY FOR RETAILERS TO 
MAXIMISE CRICKET SALES?

1. Know your market - but do not be
afraid to attempt to attract new
customers.

2. Provide a good selection of what is
available, both in terms of models and
brands. Most club cricketers wish to
purchase equipment from a shop which
stocks a good range of cricket.

3. Be proactive in advertising and
attracting new customers.

4. Be knowledgeable
about the products
that you are selling.

5. Be aware of the
alternatives in the
market place.

6. Provide the
level of service
that you would
wish to receive as

a buyer.

Stuart Waterton, Kookaburra
“All of us as cricketers need to feel that

we are getting great advice and customer
care, whilst also having the opportunity to
decide what products we like.

“A Puma stockist will be able to offer
the consumer a wealth of knowledge, a
large range of products and will have the
confidence that the service provided will
be second to none.

“Confidence is the best way to
maximise sales - confidence in the
product, in the brand, in the service.
Julian Stansfield, Puma

“Deliver exactly what the consumer
wants - brand identification and quality,
value for money and customer service.”
Joe Sillett, managing director of
Woodworm

Puma has introduced a new
range of footwear with the aid of
Simon Jones and Sajid Mahmood,
and focused on bat technology with
carbon and graphite core handles.
Its bestsellers include the Ballistic
and Stealth ranges.

And contrary to what many
outsiders might think, the winter
months can be just as strong as
summer for cricket sales.

“The winter months December,
January and February are fantastic for
buying cricket as all the new cricket
ranges are available,” says Stansfield.
“The technology bar within cricket is
higher than ever, and the excitement
surrounding what's new has never
been more evident than the trade
reporting record winters for the
previous three years. 

“The cricket consumer does not
have to wait until spring any more -
cricket is available all year.”

“We would anticipate that Kahuna - used by Ricky Ponting - will
continue to be strong and Genesis - which has a light

specification - has also been excellent. We believe that the new
range is the best we have ever put together”

si
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Slazenger bowls into 2007
with innovative new range

Slazenger - the Great British brand - has

invested heavily in its new range, with only premium materials

being used, to deliver a finely crafted collection.

Building on its success, the SXi bat, endorsed by England’s Ian Bell, has been enhanced for

2007. Slazenger bats are designed in the UK and handcrafted from English Willow for unrivalled

power, control and performance.

The cricket consumer is looking for dynamic, contemporary products and Slazenger’s new Legguard

range delivers all this, along with international standard comfort and protection.

For full details on the range contact your account manager or Slazenger on 01924 880000.

Flicx Pitch
Flicx UK introduced the Flicx Pitch into the UK
six years ago.

The only portable cricket pitch to be
endorsed by the ECB, the Flicx Pitch is now
being used by primary schools all the way up
to club cricket to create more playing
opportunities for young players.

Flicx has also recently introduced the Flicx
range of bowling machines for junior cricket.
The Flicx Gemini and the Flicx Multishooter
have been designed to develop young
batsmen at both softball and hardball cricket.

Flicx is also the UK distributor of the New
Zealand-based Crazy Catch - a rebound net
with a difference - which is a great tool for
reaction training and agility (see
www.crazycatch.co.uk).
For more information visit www.flicx.com
or call Keith on 01295 816765.

Cricket
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Nanotech-treated cricket sweaters
‘Nanotech’ means technology at the infinitesimally small ‘nano’ level of molecular
science. That is what Balmoral Knitwear has come up with for the microscopic
coating on its new range of cricket sweaters. 

The result is cricket sweaters that the yarn spinner says are ‘virtually self-
cleaning’. Dirt simply balls up and falls away when cold water is run over it. In
addition, since the sweaters are made of 70 per cent fine wool and 30 per cent
polyamide, they are soft yet tough. 

Balmoral has added these to its range of cricket sweaters in Teflon-treated
wool-blend, pure new Merino wool and 100 per cent premium acrylic. For a
minimum of just six per style, virtually any club or school colours can be matched. 
Retailers can get more information from Mike or Ian at Balmoral on 01900
829229 or by emailing info@balmoralsales.co.uk  

Kookaburra collection
The latest Kookaburra collection features new
products across the entire range.
■ Cricket bats: Kahuna, Genesis and Beast - all of
which feature new graphics - are joined by the
‘ICE’, a classically styled bat with low middle and
extreme bow.
■ Batting gloves: featuring the new Kookaburra
Swoop design and superb protection
characteristics at all prices from £10 to £70. Ones
to watch are the Ice Sub 30 (£16), Angry Beast

(£20), Genesis Whirlwind (£25) and Kahuna
Mayhem (£30).
■ Batting leg guards: all new products from
£17.50 to £120. The Kahuna Ricky Ponting
features fibreglass reinforced canes to
maximise protection. 
■ Clothing: a new range of performance
products. ‘Active’ offers Test Match quality
garments in state-of-the-art fabrics, whilst
‘Predator’ offers superb value for
money.
■ Footwear: ‘Genesis’ offers players
‘multi-option’ flexibility at £30 for
sizes one to six and £35 for sizes
seven to 13. ‘Ice’ offers maximum
flexibility in sole options with a high
quality running shoe/cross-trainer
style and features at £45.
For more information call 01536
209210 or email
sales@kookaburra.co.uk   

ASICS cricket shoes
ASICS has added two cricket shoes to its highly respected range.
■ ASICS Gel-Advance 
The new flagship lightweight batting and spin bowling shoe, featuring
the revolutionary Solyte midsole and offering better shock attenuation
and weight reduction, the Gel-Advance is SPEVA 55 lasted to improve
cushioning and stability in the footbed. With a PU plate system with
unique soft stud configuration, the Gel-Advance offers maximum
flexibility and grip.

Gray-Nicolls Fusion bat
The Fusion bat introduces ground-breaking

technology that takes cricket bats to a new level. 
Fitted with a hi-tech, hollow, ultra lightweight carbon

handle, the Fusion has the ultimate profile. Thick edges and
huge sweet spot combined with a beautifully balanced pick

up that will give any player unrivalled confidence. 
The Fusion's enormous sweet spot has been set mid to high on

the blade, allowing the bat to ‘pick up’ far lighter than it looks. The
Fusion is available in five senior English Willow models including four ‘pre-
prepared’ versions. The Fusion CT Xi leads the Junior English Willow range.
Gray-Nicolls: 01850 880357. www.gray-nicolls.co.uk. sales@grays-int.co.uk
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■ ASICS GEL-334
This new all rounder addition to the ASICS cricket shoe collection
offers rearfoot Gel cushioning, with medial and lateral stability
from its Trusstic system. An integrated lacing system also
provides exceptional fit and support.
For further information contact the ASICS UK sales office
on 01925 243360.







IN SEASON SWIMMING

Swimming
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Aqua Sphere - 
a one-stop shop for swimmers
Surely the fastest growing name in the
water, Aqua Sphere is now launching an
Italian-designed range of chlorine
resistant performance swimwear called
Aqua Infinity for retail in the spring. 

Aqua Sphere's development into
swimwear underlines its commitment to
offer UK retailers a one-stop shop for all
swim requirements - from the renowned
Kaiman goggle and Seal mask to great
low-price kids' goggles, caps, snorkels,
bags, kickboards, buoys and wetsuits. 

The brand to watch in 2007, Aqua
Sphere won 'Best Designed Sport Kit' at
the Sport Industry Awards 2006. 
Tel: 01254 278873.
www.aquasphereuk.co.uk
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Konfidence pool and
beachwear products
Do you have a swimming pool
nearby? Are there baby and
children’s swimming lessons 
taking place? If so, now is your
chance to offer your customers a full
range of baby and children
swimwear essentials.

From birth to adult, Konfidence
supplies a full range of pool and
beachwear products. The company is
introducing new lines all year,
including additions to the ‘Warm In
The Water’ initiative such as the
Unique Micro Neo Swim t-shirts for
swimming teachers, helpers, parents
and children. Plus, there’s the Mini
Babywarma wetsuit (0-6 months),
which gives babies greater
concentration, less agitation and
enhanced performance when
learning to swim. 

Why Choose Konfidence? The
company is an STA Member, a
sponsor of the STARFISH Baby
Swimming Programme and a 
STAG supplier. It requires no pre-
orders, no minimum orders and
stock is available all year at discount
trade prices.
Call Konfidence on 01566 777720 or
email sales@konfidence.com for
more information. 

Zoggs Lap-Pro - 
the essential swimming partner
The Lap-Pro is the first personal lap timer designed and developed by
swimmers for swimmers.

The design registered and patent pending 'Tap-pad' watch face
allows the swimmer to record each lap swum over a designated
training session with ease. After each swim a full summary of laps
swum, lap/split swum, time, speed and average speed is provided.
Time and stopwatch functions are standard, so Lap-Pro can also be
worn for everyday use as a sports watch.
For more information visit www.zoggs.com. 
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IN SEASON FITNESS

Win with EAS
EAS inspires fitness among consumers and its ‘products the pros use’
are proving to be ‘triumphant products for champions’, too.

The formidable Sale Sharks rugby squad won the Guinness
Premiership powered by EAS Myoplex. Just last month EAS Energy
range devotees Tim Don and Nicole Cooke won world championships
in triathlon and women’s cycling respectively. And as you read this,
British Natural Bodybuilding Federation champion Jason Barnett is on
a winning streak and heading for the British Finals.

Recommend your customers to try the same EAS products that
professionals prefer to support their training, competition and recovery.

“EAS has definitely lifted my fitness and game. I can honestly say
I can train and play harder and recover more quickly with Myoplex
shakes and bars,” says Scotland rugby captain and Professional Rugby
Players’ Association Player of the Year Jason White.
www.eas-uk.com/0870 350 3270.

www.sportindustry.biz

Fitness

Revolutionary new exercise shoe
Orthotebb Health Shoes are a new range of extreme exercise shoes,
recently launched in the UK.
They’re weird and wonderful looking, but they:
■ Create a deep vein pumping action - burning calories, toning muscles

and reducing cellulite.
■ Offer five times more exercise benefit - walking one mile in Orthotebb

Health Shoes equals five miles in standard shoes.
■ Give the lower body a complete workout within 30 minutes.
■ Can be worn around the house, in the office or even outside.
■ Are available in both sandals (£45) and clogs (£49) in pink, red, green,

blue and black.
■ Were developed by a doctor after years of biomechanical research.
To order a pair of Orthotebb Health Shoes visit
www.lovethoseshoes.com or call 0161 975 5380. For wholesale
information on how to stock Orthotebb Health Shoes call Hamsin
Ltd on 0161 975 8530.

Rucanor Fitness
Rucanor has been supplying the sports
trade with a selection of fantastic value
fitness products from stock for a number
of years and has added to its range in the
company’s current ‘SPORT collection
06/07’ catalogue.

On the back of the success of its
equipment products, Rucanor has been
offering a range of ladies’ fitness apparel for
pre-sale over the past three seasons. This too has
been well received as a competitively priced
alternative to the main brands, and a
pant and shorts are now also available
from stock in the main catalogue.

For summer 2007 there will be a
compact range of fitness tops and
warm-up fleeces on offer, some of
which will be available for delivery pre-
Christmas as part of a sales
promotion with a
free holdall.  

Striking pink,
black and red
have been used as
base colours, and the range will be in
the same fabric as the stock lines.
For further information on these, or
any other products from the Rucanor
range, call the Sales Hotline
Number: 0845 2300147.



Gilbert netball
Gilbert is at the forefront of
developments in netball. The
same attention to detail
and quality, which

the company is
famous for in

the world of
rugby, has

been applied
to the Gilbert

netball range.
Using the most

up-to-date grip
enhancement technology, the match and training
balls have been developed to offer outstanding
performance and excellent value, whatever your
level of play.

And the introduction of performance fabrics
and a new style to the apparel range will improve
the comfort of players both on and off the court.
Gilbert: 01580 880357.

Netball
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Racquet Sports

Wilson ‘W’ Line puts women first
The ‘W’ Line from Wilson is the first comprehensive line of high performance tennis
racquets to be created specifically for women.

The range incorporates an entirely new form of racquet construction. An oval
head shape provides longer main strings for a larger sweet spot and greater power,
a new throat design features a slingshot yoke for greater strength and stability,
while a softer grip and contoured butt cap has been incorporated for added
comfort during play.

The ‘W’ range is being endorsed by both Serena and Venus Williams, together
with former world top 10 singles and doubles player, Barbara Schett.

The new W5 Divine Iris was created exclusively for Venus and
features Wilson’s nCode frame technology for added stability,
strength and power. The classic white design also features chocolate
and golden swirls inspired from the work of her favourite painter,
19th century Austrian artist Gustav Klimt. The RRP is £160.

The Gypsy Rose racquet was designed to reflect Serena’s free
spirit and pop culture style. It features her favourite colour, pink, with
brown shaded accents influenced by her style icons Marc Jacobs and
Louis Vuitton. The RRP is £180.
The W Line can be viewed at www.wilson.com/tennis or call 01294
316270 for more information.

Prince further extends O3 range for 2007
After a second sensational year worldwide with its ground-breaking
O3 range - highlighted by unprecedented success in the 2006 US
Open - Prince will extend its premium tennis racquet series for 2007
and introduce an O3 Hybrid series to satisfy medium price-points.

O3 engineered racquets provide a large sweet spot in a
manoeuvrable and aerodynamic frame. Prince re-engineered
traditional pin-sized string holes into giant O-Ports, providing total
string freedom for a livelier response across the entire string bed. This
expands the conventional sweet spot by up to 54 per cent, turning it
into a ‘Sweet Zone’, allowing players to hit their best shots more
often, faster more accurate serves, more controlled volleys and more
penetrating ground strokes. 

Maria Sharapova switched to O3 in 2006 - with devastating
effect. Now sporting the new O3 White - already the number one
selling racquet in the USA - the 2004 Wimbledon Champion
coasted to victory in the US Open. The success not only marked the
13th title of her career, but also the 121st tournament title and the
first singles Grand Slam for Prince’s O3 Technology. Sharapova now
joins more than 75 touring pros who are O3 players.

In addition to the O3 White and O3 Tour - used by leading tour
players such as Nikolay Davydenko, the world number five, and
Guillermo Coria - the 2007 range also includes the O3 Silver, O3 Blue
and O3 Red.
For further information contact Solosport on 01539 622322.
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www.budgetkits.com
FOR ALL YOUR TEAM KIT NEEDS

TOP BRANDS ~ BOTTOM PRICES

WHY PAY MORE?



Watch some of the world’s best

goalkeepers closely enough and

you’ll see they’re wearing

HexPad protective apparel.

HexPad conforms and flexes

with every body movement like

a second skin and features

McDavid hDc moisture

transport technology to spread

perspiration and help the body

stay cooler and dryer.

Angelo Puruzzi, Lazio & Italy

Pictured wearing: 7731 HexPad 
LS Shoulder/Elbow Pads, 
769 HexPad Padded Shorts

Protective undergarments

that keep you 

cool and dry

Official suppliers to:

www.mcdaviduk.com • info@mcdaviduk.com • tel: 08701 188 002

mcdaviduk.com



IN SEASON FOOTBALL

Sells goalkeeping range
The Sells 2007 specialist goalkeeping range features
new Wrap and Surround glove technology, three new
models in the exclusive d30 glove range and new
goalkeeping textiles and accessories collections. 

The Guard finger protection series will continue
for 2007 following its successful launch this year.

The popular Wrap glove model will be available
in three different climate control fabrics - Aqua, Sub-
zero and Breeze - offering goalkeepers a glove for all
weather conditions.

The Tempest and Silhouette textiles ranges will
feature new moisture management fabrics for
training and match use. The introduction of the Wrap
goalkeeper jersey will see several new innovations in
performance goalkeeper wear, including side impact
reduction padding, ball control zones and anti-twist
cuff features.     

The range is completed with Legend and Contour
luggage and a new performance shinguard
collection.
For more information call 01924 299547 or email
info@sellsgoalkeeperproducts.com

BudgetKits
BudgetKits specialises in teamwear, trainingwear,
rainwear and equipment. The company supplies
universities, schools, non-league teams and companies
with its team kits, so if you're looking for the largest
possible choice at the most competitive prices, look no
further. This also applies to BudgetKits’ printing of
team logos, numbers, sponsors, etc.

The company is proud to offer a high level of customer
service with friendly, experienced staff just a phone call
away, whether you need to order or ask for advice.

BudgetKits also has an in-house printing department,
providing top-quality printing at budget prices.
BudgetKits: 01332 33 23 33. www.budgetkits.com
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Reusch football range
This year sees Reusch introduce a much-

requested new product into its range and
revamp an old favourite. 

The Entrario Ortho-Tec is the latest
addition to the Ortho-Tec finger protection

family of gloves. An entry-price children’s Ortho-
Tec glove is available at £24.99 and comes in
children's sizes four-eight. The glove offers valuable
protection to young fingers and thumbs. 

The Meister Pro shinguard has been a successful
seller in the Reusch range for many years. For 2006 the outer shell
has been updated and is available in three colour options at £9.99.
Promotional offers are available on both styles.
For more information call BF Sports on tel/fax 0161 439 4383, email
bob@reuschuk.com or visit www.reusch.com 

www.sportindustry.biz

PROSTAR football kits
This season PROSTAR has
continued to strengthen its
position as one of the leading
teamwear brands at all levels
of football by offering a range
of football kits made of high
quality sports performance
fabrics, plus the continued
development of one of the
most comprehensive stock
trainingwear ranges available. 

Further developments for
2006/07 include the
introduction of a new short
specifically designed for
women and the addition of
new kid’s sizes for players aged
six and under.

To complement the
introduction of these new
products, some significant

improvements have been made to the Prostar Customer Services
department, which now offers an extended 8am-6pm sales desk
and more phone lines and staff to guide callers. 

The new PROSTAR website (www.prostar.co.uk) is also up and
running and is proving to be a hit with retailers and teams alike.
It has a great user-friendly ‘kit builder’ function that enables
clubs to build up all their team requirements, from jerseys, shorts
and socks to tracksuits, rainwear, balls and bags. Clubs also have
the opportunity to view their fixtures, results and league
positions on the site, as well as rules and regulations of football
and play football games through the Community section.  
For more information on the full PROSTAR range visit
www.prostar.co.uk, email sales@prostar.co.uk or call 01924 291441.  

TIBTOP
Keep shinpads in place with this new product from France. Made
from the same material as medical sports socks to ensure just the
right amount of support and comfort, the TIBTOP is an elasticated
‘tube’ that does away with the improvised use of expensive adhesive
tape that can restrict circulation and wear out socks.   

TIBTOP is washable, and with an SRP of £8.99 is the most cost-
effective and comfortable way of keeping shinpads in position.
Available in black, white or red, junior and adult sizes, they can also
be personalised with club or player names. 
Enquiries to 1000 Mile Sportswear on 01923 242233.© RONDEAU/PRESSE SPORTS
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Christmas cheer
centres will also need additional staff to
cope with the increased volume of
enquiries that will come in the new year.Integration By integrating all front and back-end

processes and systems, from order-taking

to delivery and returns, the entire business

will have access to all relevant
information, from stock levels to customer

data, and you should be able to handle
orders quickly and efficiently for a
successful multi-channel Christmas.Staff levelsStaff absences can be as high as 10-15 per

cent of the total workforce around the
Christmas period due to planned leave and

unforeseen illness. Build a good working

relationship with your recruitment firm or

HR department to adequately cover staff

absences at short notice.
TechnologyMost retailers are reliant on internal

systems to generate customer advice
notes, track deliveries and monitor stock

levels and payroll. In the event of IT
failure, have a system in place so that
work can continue. If your IT is
outsourced, confirm that such procedures

With levels of online shopping
predicted to hit an all-time high this
year, most retailers with an internet
presence will by now have developed

their Christmas strategy to meet
consumer demands. But there is
always room for improvement. CommunicationShare your strategy clearly with all

involved, including staff, partners and
suppliers. Any retailer can set up a
website or catalogue, but a robust
strategy is key to distance selling success.Increased volumes  Ensure you have adequate space for

storage. If excess stock is delivered, can

your supplier/warehouse cope? The
more notice that is given to your
supplier of potential peaks and troughs
in demand, the more accommodating
they can be to your needs.Returns

Once Christmas day has passed, you still

cannot afford to relax. Returns are
notoriously high after the Christmas peak

and increased staffing and space will be
needed to manage them effectively. Call

are accounted for by your external
supplier.

Manage
It is vital to maintain control with a
detailed plan that will allow for delays and

unforeseen problems, and still deliver
goods on time. For example, clearly
communicate a ‘cut-off’ date for ordering

goods to guarantee delivery by December

24, and consider late or delayed orders
being upgraded to express delivery after an

agreed date.

AccessibilityMake sure it is simple andstraightforward for your customers to
order from your website. If not, you will

lose them to a competitor.Space
Sales forecasts are essential when it
comes to assigning warehouse space
during the festive rush. Often, your
warehouse will have to store double 
the amount of goods over the peak
period, so using warehouse space
cleverly is vital. Accurate forecasts will enable you to

plan and organise your warehouse
effectively prior to the seasonal rush.

At the end of the day, if things go
wrong and you are prepared, then
problems can be resolved. The first
reaction may be to panic, but if you
have a good team and suppliers around

you who are well briefed and prepared,

you should be able to sort out problems

that may arise without the end-customer

even knowing there was a problem in
the first place.

Zendor operations manager John Ganley has

some retail tips to ensure you’re prepared for

the festive period
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SPORTING
MOMENTS THAT WILL LAST A

LIFETIME!LIFETIME!

Howlish Works, Howlish, Bishop Auckland, Durham DL14 8ED United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1388 606666 Fax: +44 (0) 1388 665511 Email: steve@pineapplepix.com

Pineapple Aroundshot are the official panoramic sports photographer to the football league. 
With a huge range of professionally produced products all developed and assembled in-house.
Pineapple Aroundshot can supply you with quality framed products at prices 
that are sure to guarantee your profitability.

We supply over 100 clubs in the United Kingdom, including the big four
in England; Arsenal, Chelsea, Manchester United and Liverpool.

Official licensees for all photographic products, include stadium
panoramics, canvases, player profiles and limited edition sports
nostalgia.

Visit us at
www.pineapplepix.com
for more great product ideas



industry and this has been matched by
a growing interest in the outdoors as a
recreational pastime. 

"The UK outdoor market has
grown considerably in the past 20
years to the second biggest in Europe
worth in excess of £1.3 billion per
annum,” says Andrew Geere,
Commercial Manager UK and Ireland
of Aigle International UK.

"From a narrow specialism in
walking and climbing, the industry has
embraced new and growing activities
such as adventure travel, mountain
biking, trail running, camping, etc
linked to the growing interest of the
public in a more healthy lifestyle and
new ways to enjoy the outdoors.

“The term ‘outdoor lifestyle’
encompasses this trend and appeals to
consumers who take part in a number
of different outdoor recreations
depending on location, personal and
family needs, the weather, etc.

“The development in clothing,
footwear and equipment has been
considerable, giving the consumer a
varied choice and retailers the
opportunity to build businesses on this
growing trend. 

“However, it’s not just about
selecting the correct mix of products,

but creating the right environment and
training staff to be able to advise on
the correct equipment. This last factor
differentiates quality independent
businesses from many mass-market
chains where personal service is seen
as a value not an expense. 

“Many serious outdoor 
companies also offer free appropriate
training programmes. The outdoor
market is an opportunity not to be
taken lightly but also an opportunity
not to be missed."

Trade shows
In fact, the outdoor industry is
becoming so large that splits are
beginning to occur in its make-up.
Once everybody exhibited at Go
Outdoors in Harrogate, an event that
also featured retail seminars and
workshops. This year the show was
moved back to July, renamed Outdoor
Preview and experienced a large drop
in exhibitors. 

Other shows worth going to are
The Tent Show at Stoneleigh and The
Outdoor Trade Show at the same
venue. There are also smaller regional
shows such as KORS (the Kendal
Outdoor Retailers Show), held in the
Lake District town in August, which

In our fast-moving business world,
adapting to change can sometimes be
a difficult thing to do. But the never-
ending quest to increase footfall in
your business can be helped by
stocking something that will sell all
year round.

Something that could have a
considerable effect on your profits is
the incredible growth in the outdoor
activity market. 

Right now the high street is not the
kindest place to be. However, with

the government pushing for us
all to lead healthier lives,

there are significant
gains to be made in

this sector.  

Rapid
change
The outdoor
industry has in
recent years
experienced
vast and rapid
changes. There

has been a
significant rise in

the number of
participants

engaging in the
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Outdoor
opportunities
Stocking some outdoor lines could have a positive
impact on your profits, says Steve Newman

OUTDOOR SECTOR



“All the major manufacturers of outdoor
clothing and footwear now cater for children”

has about 15 exhibitors, including
manufacturers such as Hi-Tec and The
Mountain Boot Company. Some
manufacturers such as Karrimor also
organise road shows around the
country during the year.  

The Outdoor Trade Show is
organised by leading outdoor agency
MCS. "Left without an autumn trade
show, many companies still felt the
need for a show that satisfies the
requirements of the small
independent retailer," says MCS'
Alasdair Scobbie 

"Research suggests that autumn is
a key buying period as many retailers
can place orders after their season is
over. Stoneleigh is a popular exhibition
venue as it is in the heart of the
country with excellent transport links."

Nowadays you are likely to see
fleeces with a Berghaus or The North
Face logo worn to the shops, pub or for
a walk in the country. In short, outdoor
clothing is now being worn throughout
the year. Just as the trainer is the
biggest success story in footwear, the
fleece is rapidly becoming a ubiquitous
multi-use garment.

There was a time when outdoor
activity was restricted to walking and

camping; not any more. There are a
wealth of activities now available,
many of them interrelated with
products and gear that you can supply.
There also appears to be a definite
trend for more people saving
themselves the price of gym
membership and instead seeking their
cardiovascular exercise outdoors.

Many retailers now plump for a
‘shop-in-shop’ set-up, with some
manufacturers such as Berghaus
having a merchandised area set aside
in the store. 

Says UK Sales Director Richard
Leedham: "The support of the
independent retail sector has always
been crucial for Berghaus' success in
the UK. There are many exciting and
dynamic retailers in the sector and our

field sales team looks set to gain
significant growth through
independent retail again this year.” 

Trend spotting
It is also a good idea to watch trends
in this market. Cheap air travel has
opened up large areas of the world
and walking in areas such as the
Dolomites, Pyrenees or the Jura and
Tatra Mountains is now a very

popular activity among
British outdoor
enthusiasts. 

The Outdoor
Industries
Association has an
Outdoor Trends
Survey that is
conducted
among
members on
a quarterly
basis,
with
findings
sent
automatically to
all respondents. The
survey tracks current sales trends and
monitors business confidence in the
outdoor sector. It also publishes a
bulletin newsletter on a bi-monthly
basis that is distributed to members,
media contacts and opinion formers and
reports on matters of interest to the
industry, exhibition updates, members'
news, changes to legislation, etc. 

As the explosion in outdoor
activities and sports continues, fuelled
by ‘Right To Roam’ legislation, it is a
sound business proposition to stock
products that cross the boundaries of
several outdoor activities. By making
these products available retailers are
boosting their chances of sales and a
return visit from customers. 

You also need to think about the
family aspect. All the major
manufacturers of outdoor clothing and
footwear now cater for children and
spend millions on research and design
for this end of the market. Whilst
remaining practical, these lines have
also become increasingly fashionable
and thus are potentially big sellers. 

One of the biggest growth 
markets is the simple backpack, 
worn by schoolchildren and outdoors
on days out. There are many styles on
the market and a little research and
marketing can prove extremely
profitable.

Some of you might think there is
no point in going into direct
competition with specialist outdoor
shops. But you don’t have to, because
customer loyalty is a wonderful thing
and so is word of mouth. 

If you can develop a sideline aimed
at one outdoor sport or stock lines that
appeal to many of them, you can only
prosper. The main point to remember is
that the outdoor activity market, unlike
tennis, cricket and football, is not
seasonal, so if you get it right
customers will keep coming back
throughout the year.
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ABOVE: It’s very
important you choose
the right partner for
your business

afford to pay. So long as the net
margin per product times the volume
of sales generated is greater than the
charges, then the channel would make
sense commercially.

“The other thing to note is that the
business gets exposure of its brand
name on all of the affiliate sites for
free, because it only pays a
commission on sales.”

One of the major problems with
affiliate networks in their early days
was the lack of proper tracking and
accounting. Stories abound about
thousands of pounds in commission
going unpaid simply because the
company with the affiliate network
could not clearly define which of their
sales came from an affiliate referral.
Not surprisingly, affiliate marketing
attracted a mountain of bad press that
pushed it out of the limelight.

Today, however, things are very
different. Specialised companies now
exist that can offer your business
comprehensive affiliate tracking
services that will ensure your affiliate
programme is run efficiently and that
you only pay for legitimate sales.

Affiliate programmes can seem
like a way to make money for very
little effort, but adopting this attitude is

a recipe for disaster. Smaller
businesses, in particular, must approach
this marketing channel carefully.

Says Oli Matthews, Client
Services Director of Online Media
Group: “Affiliate marketing can
benefit very small businesses, but only
if they look at it as a serious
marketing channel, rather than just
something for nothing. 

“To succeed in affiliate marketing
their business’ offering must be
competitive and their website
efficient. Small businesses have to
compete with big businesses on the
affiliate sites, so it is only worth
entering the channel if they feel that
they can play at that level.”

Impact
The kind of business that you are
running will also have a major impact
on any affiliate marketing campaign
that you run, says Andreas Bernstrom,
managing director of TradeDoubler, a
company that provides internet
marketing services: “It should be
pointed out that traditionally business-
to-business products or services do not
work as well in an affiliate
programme as business-to-consumer
products, as they tend to be too niche

Often seen as the poor cousin of
traditional promotion methods,
affiliate marketing has come of age
over the last few years. 

Since the dotcom crash,
businesses have learned how to handle
their affiliate partners and develop
what was once a marketing channel
that provided very little return on
investment to one that generated £1.3
billion last year. 

Free advertising
Affiliate marketing seems to offer
your business the perfect marketing
tool. Placing links on another
business’ website, or even getting
your customers to link to your site, is
free advertising as you don’t pay a
penny to your affiliates until they have
made a sale on your behalf. 

“The great thing about affiliate
marketing is that none of the
advertising is wasted because a
business only pays a commission on
actual sales,” says Robert Glasgow,
managing director of affiliate
marketing specialist, Webgains.

“The commission is determined
by the merchant, according to the
gross margin of each of his products,
so he gets to decide how much he can
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Partners 
in profit
Developing strategic partnerships with
other companies makes perfect
business sense, says Dave Howell

AFFILIATE MARKETING
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and it is harder to generate results and
convert online.” 

The products that you sell will
have a major impact on how you
approach an affiliate campaign.
Ensure you have looked closely at
who your affiliates could be and if
they will be able to deliver the return
on your investment.

Many businesses look to affiliate
marketing as a quick fix that can bring
in additional sales for small amounts
of set-up cost. As Oli Matthews
explains, take a close look at the costs
of an affiliate programme and what it
could do to your cash flow: “The costs

of setting up an affiliate programme
vary significantly from one network to
another. Many networks charge a set-
up fee as well as a monthly fee for
access to the network. 

“It is essential for any business
looking to enter affiliate marketing to
consider the costs of actually paying
affiliates for the business and what
they generate. There are too many
examples of small businesses,
launching attractive looking affiliate
programmes, and then being unable to
meet the cost of paying the affiliates
for what they have generated due to
the impact this has on cash flow. 

“It is essential for anybody
looking to launch a programme to
work closely with their network to
forecast the volumes of sales that are
likely to be generated, and then to
budget accordingly.” 

Smaller businesses may feel that
they can set up and run an affiliate
campaign themselves without the help
of an outside organisation. If you are
running a micro-business you may be
better off contacting relevant
businesses directly as you may
already have a working relationship
with them. Larger campaigns, though,
should be handled by a professional
marketing company, as they will have
the expertise to run your campaign
professionally, and more importantly,
track its effectiveness. 

If you are thinking seriously about
running an affiliate programme your
first port of call is your own website.
As this will be the foundation on
which you build your entire
programme, you must ensure that it is
of the highest quality and can properly
deliver what the affiliate’s marketing
message is offering. 

Says Robert Glasgow: “Merchants
should concentrate on getting their bit
right - making sure there are no
leakage points off their site, making
sure the site navigation is fluid and
quick so customers don't drop out,
making sure the site converts to a sale
as efficiently as possible.” 

Avoiding brand dilution
Affiliate marketing is certainly a
channel that any business can explore,
but it’s very important to partner with
the right businesses. The last thing
you want is for your brand to be
damaged because your marketing

message isn’t being used properly by
an affiliate. Affiliates should be treated
just like partners in your business and
not simply as a marketing channel you
have paid to set up.

“It is important that publishers are
screened to wean out those that may
adversely affect your brand,” says
Andreas Bernstrom. “This can be
done by the affiliate network, which
will also check for fraudulent activity
and manually check strange activity
from new affiliates. 

“Say the purpose of an affiliate
programme is to promote your
products as far and wide as possible to
get the maximum reach to potential
end-users. The majority of sales will
come from the top 20 per cent of
affiliates, so it is important to establish
a good relationship with them so they
stay loyal to the programme.”

If you decide not to run your own
affiliate campaign you should properly
project manage your business’ move
into this type of marketing. If you use
an outside agency, ensure that you
spend sufficient time choosing the
right one for your campaign. 

Says Robert Glasgow: “I would
recommend that you choose an
affiliate network that you have
confidence in and that offers
comprehensive tracking and reporting
technology that provides a level of
support which will allow you to run
your own programme within a low-
risk environment.

“Affiliate marketing programmes
take time and effort to run effectively.
We have found that many SMEs, with
Webgains support, can build the
programmes to the level where it
makes sense financially for them to
employ a part-time or full-time

affiliate manager in-house.”
Oli Matthews offers this advice:

“Affiliate marketing should be looked
at as a long-term sales tool. Stopping
and starting affiliate programmes
really frustrates affiliates, and should
be avoided if at all possible.

“Looking at affiliate marketing as a
cheap form of sales driving is another
major mistake. Commission should be
chosen in line with the market and the
cost effectiveness of the sale. This
means that sales derived from affiliate
marketing will probably work out at
around the same cost as other online
channels. It is also probably worth
sticking with one or two affiliate
networks at most, rather than working
with every possible network.”

Andreas Bernstrom says: “An
affiliate programme is not plug and
play technology; it takes four-six
months to build up and start generating
really good results. A renowned
network will also do solid fraud
checks and screening. Also, it is
important to put adequate resource and
budget into the programme and pay
your affiliate base in a timely fashion.”

There are many ways that your
business can attract more customers.
Marketing is about using multiple
channels to reach those potential
customers via a number of
mechanisms. One of the mechanisms
often overlooked by businesses is how
partnerships with other companies can
vastly expand their potential market. 

Vertical and horizontal markets
exist in all business sectors, but few
companies exploit them. Affiliate
campaigns are not suitable for every
business, but for small companies they
can add a valuable revenue stream for
relatively small amounts of investment. 

If you choose your partners
carefully you could find that your
business will expand into markets you
hadn’t previously considered.   

“It is important that publishers are screened to wean
out those that may adversely affect your brand”

BELOW: Affiliate
marketing should be
looked at as a long-
term sales toolsi



E-TAILING

If you take a look at any commercial
website that is trading at the moment,
you’ll see that images play a big part
in its success.

Online customers want to see the
goods they are buying before they
place an order. No matter how many
times you hear someone say that a
graphics-intense website is bad design
because of the download times for
each page, the fact remains that your
visitors will want to see images on
your website. 

It’s imperative, therefore, that you
learn how to create perfect images for
your website’s pages.

Splash of colour
You may have read about the
browser-safe colours you must use
when designing images for a
computer screen. In the early days
of the web, computers could only
display a limited number of
different colours (usually 256). 

This meant you had to be very

careful when placing images on a
website to make sure their colours
looked correct. Using a colour that
wasn’t supported by what came to
be known as the ‘browser safe
colour set’ could result in some
very odd-looking photos.

Things have radically changed
since the appearance of the internet.
Now most of your website’s
visitors will have their computers
set up to display millions of
different colours, which means that
the need to pay close attention to
the colours that your images
contain has largely disappeared. 

Play safe
However, if you want to play it
absolutely safe, when placing
images on your website you must
ensure that they only contain the
216 different colours that are
supported by all the major internet
browsers. Your images will then
look identical on all computers
using any kind of monitor and
browser. You can read more about
browser-safe colour on the

Picture perfect
When handled correctly, illustrations and photos can make your online store stand out
from your competitors, says Dave Howell
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TOP TIPS
■ When you are working on a
graphic for the web, set your graphics
program to measure in pixels. You will
then have a clear idea of how your
image will look in reality on screen.
■ Remember to change the bit-depth
of your monitor to 256 colours when
you are previewing any GIF images.
The GIF format can only display a
total of 256 colours.
■ Test your graphic on as many
browser versions as you can. All
browsers are not the same.

■ Never copy images off a website
without asking the permission of the
site owner. Many commercial
websites have digital watermarks
embedded within the images, which
allow the owners to track any image
that has been copied. Always request
permission or buy copyright-free
artwork and photography.
■ Always use the appropriate format
for your images - GIFs for logos,
drawings and cartoons, and JPEGs for
any photographic images.

ABOVE: Online
customers want to see
the goods they are
buying before they
place an order
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more colours than GIF, but doesn’t
allow any animation - one of the main
strengths of GIF. 

Generally speaking, your
visitor’s browser should be able to
display PNG images without any
problems. Try saving your
illustrations as GIF and PNG files
and seeing which one is the smallest.
Remember, you are aiming for fast
download times.

Small is beautiful
The key to designing a good graphic
for your website is to be able to view
the image in enough quality to give
your pages the polish they deserve,
but to deliver those images and pages

to your visitor’s browser in the fastest
possible time. This is where image
compression comes in. 

JPEG images use what is called
‘lossey compression’. This simply
means that when you save the image
any data that is not required to
display the image in high quality is
discarded. 

The trick with JPEG images is to
compress them as much as you can
without losing the image quality.
This can easily be achieved with
software programs such as
Photoshop and Image Ready, for

Lynda.com website
(www.lynda.com/hex.asp)

JPEG vs GIF
Generally speaking, you will be using
two types of graphic on your web
pages - photographic images and
illustrations. The former is
characterised by continuous tones,
while the latter has flat areas of
colour, as in cartoons or logos. Two
formats have been developed to
handle each of these image types. 

Photographic images usually use
the JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts
Group) format. It has become a
favourite when displaying
photographic images because when

you save a JPEG image it is
compressed, which saves on
download time.

The other format that you will
encounter is GIF (Graphics
Interchange Format). This format can
only support a maximum 256 colours.
The GIF format is the ideal choice
when you need to display cartoon-like
illustrations.

One other file format you must
also be aware of is PNG (often
pronounced ‘ping’). This format was
developed to both replace and update
the GIF format. PNG also supports

instance. You can test various levels
of compression and pick the image
that has the highest compression
ratio but that still gives you a good
quality image you can place on your
web pages. 

GIF images, on the other hand,
don’t have any compression applied
to them. If you want to use this type
of graphic you must try and design
your images with the least number
of colours. If you do this the image’s
size will be very small, which will
translate into fast download times.

Most of your web pages will
have a mixture of photographs and
illustrations. The key to handling
images on your web pages is to
produce a sharp image in either
format that contains the minimum
data to display the image in high
quality. Even with the high number
of broadband connections in the
UK, ecommerce sites in particular
must still pay close attention to
image quality and download speed. 

Your website must contain
photos and illustrations, but you
must also ensure you handle them
properly. Your site’s visitors and,
therefore your potential customers,
won’t wait for large images to
download. It’s your responsibility to
design your images to both look
great and download quickly.

“Your site’s visitors and, therefore your potential customers, won’t wait
for large images to download. It’s your responsibility to design your

images to both look great and download quickly”

si

ABOVE: Software
programs such as
Adobe Photoshop can
compress your images
for faster download
times

LEFT: You must pay
close attention to
image quality
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Welcome to the
world of
Michandra
Michandra is a premier
provider of British hand-made snooker tables,
pool tables and dining/games tables.

With over 30 years’ experience, Michandra can
offer expert advice and the highest quality at a price to
suit your pocket.

All Michandra tables come with a choice of table cloth.
You can choose from blue, baize or go for the old favourite -
traditional green. All tables come fully equipped with one set of
balls, two cues, one triangle and chalk.
For details of the full range visit www.michandra.co.uk 
Tel: 01706 877877. Fax: 01706 879290. 
Email: info@michandra.co.uk

The Electro 180 Electronic Softip Dart Game
The ‘people’ and ‘furniture-friendly’ electronic dart game for one-eight players or teams,
the Electro 180 Electronic Softip Dart Game is programmed with 21 popular games, with
more than 136 variations, including darts handicap programming, for players of all ages
and abilities. Choose from 301-1001, shoot-out, round-the-clock, count-up, high-score,
overs and unders, cricket and many more. 

Bonus features include automatic scoring, sound effects (optional), automatic turn-off,
with memory function and alarm clock. The game comes complete with six ‘Silver Arrow’-
style darts and 30 extra tips.

As Eric Bristow, the five times World Champion, says: "This is a great all-round family
product and is an ideal gift at Christmas or any time of the year.”
Harrows: 01992 300300. sales@harrows-darts.com. www.harrows-darts.com 
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Cornilleau SPORT range
For 35 years Cornilleau has been at the forefront of
technological advances in table tennis. The urge to
innovate has greatly contributed to the design of
high-performance products and establishing the
reputation of the brand in more than 35 countries
worldwide.

Cornilleau’s SPORT range is designed for intensive
recreational use; leisure customers have five models to choose
from to suit their budget. Indoor and outdoor versions are
available on all models and some have a choice of blue and
green playing surfaces. Outdoor models are weather resistant
and guaranteed for five years. They are protected against sun,
rain, snow and frost and can be safely left outside all year without
any risk of deterioration.

All tables are supplied with a net and post set, which remains in
place even when the table is not in use to save set up time. The
net on most models is both height and tension adjustable. 

All rollaway tables incorporate Cornilleau’s
patented Compact Technology
folding system, which is
designed to handle the
table easily and safely whilst
minimising storage space. The locking
mechanisms facilitate easy opening and
closing of the table, with the double locks
ensuring the table automatically locks in
both playing and storage positions for
complete safety. All rollaway tables have
playback facility for solo practice.
For more information visit
www.uktabletennis.co.uk, email
sales@uktabletennis.co.uk or call 0845 2600780.
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J & R Table Sports range
The new J & R Table Sports range has tables for pool, snooker and football, all
of which feature the rolling folding leg system that allows them to be folded
upright and stored easily.

This feature is ideal for when the tables are not in use, as they can be
stored taking up less than 20 per cent of the original playing position space,
making them ideal for home use.

The tables include some fantastic features and improvements on previous
models, including leg levellers to all four legs, allowing the table to be levelled
when in use; grab handles for ease of folding; full game play instructions; and
a brilliant beech finish.
For full details on this range visit www.foldingsportstables.co.uk or
contact J & R Sports on 0151 523 0500 or info@jandrsports.co.uk.
Alternatively, visit the J & R Sports website (www.jandrsports.co.uk) for
full details and a list of the company’s complete product portfolio.
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ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING MARTIAL ARTS 

TABLE TENNIS

SECURITY TAGGING

TEAMWEAR

SPORTS WEAR

EPOS / STOCK CONTROL

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham, 

Essex, RM13 9XU 
Tel: 01708-522288 
Fax: 01708-523322

Email: info@hayashiuk.com

For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment

N E W  C A T A L O G U E  O U T  N O W

Spall LTD
Mohair Mills, Gibson Street,

Bradford. BD3 9TR 

TEL: 01274 668045  
FAX: 01274 665359  

E-Mail: sales@spall.com
Web:www.spall.com

www.spall.com
Visit our website to view our full range

or ring for a free colour brochure.

• SOCCER

• ATHLETICS

• RUGBY

• BOXING (VESTS)

• HOCKEY

• BOWLS

• BASKETBALL

• TRAINING WEAR

• NETBALL

• SOCKS

CUSTOMISED MANUFACTURING With our in house manufacturing we can offer you consistency in colours, styles & quality, in 
your own design or adapt our existing range to suit your team colours, branded with or 

without the Spall logo. Repeat order’s (no order too small)

Rugby Soccer Training 
Wear

Hockey Basketball
Netball

EQUIPMENT

CRICKET SWEATERS

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

TEAMWEAR

WHOLESALER

F S T
Tel: 01473 744949/744830
Email: fstsales@dial.pipex.com
Website: www.fst.co.uk

Suppliers of Tennis Equipment
and Sports Floodlighting

FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT US ON
THE FREEPHONE NUMBER ABOVE

South Strand,
Lawford,

Mainingtree,
Essex

CO11 1UP

STOP THEFT!
FIND OUT HOW SECURITY

TAGGING CAN HAVE A MAJOR
IMPACT ON YOUR PROFIT!!

Complete systems for under £20 per week

FREEPHONE 08000 363 999
Fax 0870 0410772 

TEAMWEAR

Archery suppliers since 1963

Bows, arrows, crossbows, 

targets, accessories.

Tel:   01296 632573

Email: admin@petron.info

Web: www.petron.info

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours. 

Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.
Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229  Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

NEW

SKATE / LIFESTYLE SHOES

• One of the finest ranges of quality Footwear available today!
• Beautifully presented- but with retail prices of only £30.00!!

• NOT SPECIAL OFFERS! NOT SPECIAL PROMOTIONS!
Just genuine unbeatable value for money products.

DON’T MISS OUT! ORDER YOUR STOCK NOW!
TEL: 08702 646 258 FAX: 08702 646 257 EMAIL: sales@rurik.co.uk WEB: www.rurik.co.uk

ARCHERY

01332 33 23 33
www.budgetkits.com

TOP BRANDS
BOTTOM PRICES

WHY PAY MORE?

EPoS and Stock Management
Solutions for the Independent
Sports Retailer

T: 01548 843586 
E: kudos@kudos-software.co.uk
W: www.kudos-software.co.uk
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PROMOTIONS / SIGNAGE

SPORTS BUYERS' GUIDE Don’t miss the opportunity of year-long
exposure in this essential information source. 
Tel 01206 505947 / 01206 500240

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS

Full ranges of the UK’s top clubs’ official 
merchandise available to retailers at wholesale prices.

More than 100 great selling lines including:
hats & scarves; stationery; soft toys; footballs; keyrings 

& badges; T-shirts; gifts & souvenirs etc.

T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

SPORTS BOTTLES

SWIM EQUIPMENT

WEB TRADE DIRECTORY

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade 
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk
MERCHANDISING

AGENTS REQUIRED

PRELUDE SPORTS
We supply and print/embroider all promotional

clothing, bags, mousemats, mugs, and much more
we also offer complete package for existing and
new business inc. sign writing vehicles, window
graphics, advertising boards, and a wide choice

of stationary no minimum orders, we design your
artwork at very low prices.

Tel 01460 785290
Email info@preludesports.com

Website www.preludesports.com
27 Market Street, Crewkerne TA18 7JU

AGENTS REQUIRED

E Commerce Complete E Commerce Web Design and Creation. Face to face meetings.

Sports specialist. 15+ years Sports & 18+ years Web/IT experience.

Require an Agent for your premium Brand?

Email: dave@djbsales.com Website: www.djbsales.com Tel: 07875 494 578 Fax: 01494 522 221 

Do you require a 'premium brand' specialist Agent for your National Accounts or
London / Home Counties / East Anglia area? I have over 15 years sports sales 
(and marketing) experience at National, Buying Group & Independent level in apparel,
equipment & footwear. Contact Dave Bates on the below email address or telephone number.

Sales Agents required to cover
the following area’s......

• South Wales  • South West • Essex
• West Midlands  • East Midlands
• Home Counties • East Anglia

The above area’s can be shaped to suit Agents existing area’s.
Send or E-mail, CV to. Mike Chapman.Viga Athletic Clothing Co Ltd.

Low Mill,Town Lane,Whittle-Le-Woods, Chorley. Lancs. PR6 7DJ.
Alternatively ring; 07974 399816.

VIGA ATHLETIC
CLOTHING CO LTD
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repack the deep-freeze. It was four
days before my dad could bring
himself to dictate a letter, which he did
with the reluctance of a man extracting
his own teeth.

First he carefully wrote out the
letter in longhand, gave it to my mother
to type and then dictated the typescript
to the secretary, who took it down in
shorthand and typed it out again. The
experiment was terminated after it was
found that the secretary had severe
tinnitus, which prevented her hearing
the phone ring. Only the dog seemed to
regret her departure.

Remote
Phones are a godsend when it comes to
keeping customers in the dark about the
true state of your business. Until they
could afford a phone and an office, two
men I knew actually ran an advertising
agency for six months from a remote
AA box on the edge of Dartmoor.

On a little-used carriageway,
superseded by a nearby link road, the
roomy stoutly-built box had all but
been forgotten by its owners, which
suited our heroes just fine. Using an
AA key stolen from a relative, they
spent the mornings making free calls
and the afternoons planning business
strategy and cooking simple meals on a
primus stove.

It all came to an abrupt end when
an AA man, accompanied by a broken-
down motorist, opened the door in a
hail storm to find the creative director
on the phone dictating an
advertisement to a newspaper and the

financial director cooking a
mushroom omelette.

So when you're wondering about
the bone fides of some apparently
impressive business, here's what to
look out for:
■ ‘Enterprises’ in the title. Shades of
Only Fools and Horses - expect to find
someone running something dodgy
from a council flat.
■  ‘In association with.’He's got a mate
who sometimes lends him the van.
■ An impressive answerphone that
says something like: "Our managing
director knows you are waiting," and
then plays Henry Mancini music for
an hour.
■ Interesting background noises when
you phone - children, daytime TV and
someone laying an each-way bet on
the 3.30 at Kempton Park.
■  A multi-national business that
seems to operate entirely from a do-it-
yourself website, a pay-as-you-go
mobile and a PO box in Penge.
Ironically, all such efforts to kid the
customers that you're more
successful than you are can
nowadays actually be counter-
productive. For instance, my mate
Wilberforce, a good salt-of-the-earth
jobbing carpenter, recently lost a
very nice little earner after he
changed his business name to
Contemporary Timber Technology.

"Sorry," said the would-be
customer. "I was looking for a good
salt-of-the-earth jobbing carpenter.
The job wouldn't interest a big outfit."

It's not that you can't win them all.
You can't even rely on a goalless draw.

The first joke I remember seeing about
modern business technology was a
cartoon showing a boss saying to a
woman in the accounts department:
"Send them a bill for £20 million and
they'll think we've got a computer."

Give it more than a moment's
thought and you'll realise there are some
pretty serious business truths here. And
one particularly applicable to working as
a small independent retailer is our natural
impulse to try to make our business
appear posher and more successful than
it actually is, even though the chances of
fooling anybody are usually less than a
snowball's in hell.

Window
For instance, the day I called to see a
home-based graphic designer to pick up
some posters for a darts match, his
answering machine was telling callers:
"All our associates are busy at the
moment. Your call has been logged and we
will get back to you in the first available
work window."

What it should actually have said
was: "I'm lying under the sink poking a
knitting needle up a blocked pipe and the
last thing I'm concerned about is your
stupid problem."

And who did the home-based soccer
kit salesman of my acquaintance think he
was fooling when he changed the address
of his terraced house at number seven Dale
Street to Sevendale House? 

Or the man who told me: "My
secretary has my diary. I'll put you through
and she'll check if I'm free next Friday,"
who had obviously forgotten that I had
actually been to his home, a two-roomed
flat, one night after the pub. When he put
me through to his wife on the extension
phone in the kitchen, I could hear the chips
frying for lunch and the cat having an
asthma attack.

Secretaries, real or imaginary, have
become a vital part of any success image.
My dad, who ran a very successful one-
man business for many years, was once
persuaded that he needed a secretary if he
was to be taken seriously.

When a woman in cardigan and horn-
rims was duly installed in the corner of his
office, her first day's work was to take the
dog to be clipped and help my mother
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